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HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, f
ilrTTUCKY, FRIDAI , JUNE 19 18116
MUG. CI.7711
TAN I SHOES,
Beginning Sat. June 6.
Men's fb 00 Tans
Men's 4 00 Tans
Men's 3 50 Tans
Men's 3 00 Tans
Men's 2 50 Tans







Ladies' 3 50 Tani cut to
Ladies' 3 00 Tank cut to -
Ladies' 2 50 Tan4 cut to - ,
Ladies' 2 00 Tan4 cut to
Ladies I 50 Tani cut to -
Assorted lot ladies' Tan Oxfords for 
pair,
worth 41 50 to $3 00.
Misses' tan lace shoes for $1 00, worth $1 25
Misses tan lace shoes for 1 50, worth 2 00
Misses' tan oaf's sip's for 1 00, worth 1 50
Misses' tan " " for 115, wo:th 1 50



















Sign of the Big Boot.
We nave Been at
Great Pains
To given the peop
tip-top in the wa*
they are sho wink
Jno. Skally, who i
ment, has served a
ship at his trad,
trons the benefit
He is a good judge
Eplendid maker of
a select stock of
e of this community something
of Harness and Saddlery, and
heir appreciation of it. Mr.
sat the head of this depart-
long apprentice-
and offers our pa.
of his experience.
of leather and a
harness. We have
factory made har-
ness, but if you want a set that never was 
close
to a sewing machine he will make you up so
me-
thing that will la t until you tire of it.
In The Saddle Line.
Our Col. Talbot has cos-
tomers a long way from home.
His saddles have a wide repu-
tation and are much sought af-
ter. We have also a large




Held 11 1) d Tie:MTh's
Morning.
1HOW THE ACT WAS DONE
Political News- Fatal Accidcn;
in Louisville.
A JEW FEDLLER ML-EDEL
ED
[:4,ECIAI. TO NEW ERA.
Hawk's Nest, W. Va., June 12.-T1tis
morning as the Chesapeake &Ohio pass-
enger train known as the "F. F. V.,"
Fast Flying Virginian, was roun
ding
the well-kuown curve at this place it
wee suddenly brought to a standsti
ll.
The suddenness with which the tra
in
stopped frightened the ity.wngers, who
stuck their heads out of the window 
to
rind thet the train was surrounded 
by
masked men, who were armed wi
th
rifles and shot gr us. The passe
ngers
were ordered to take in their heeds, p
ut
down the windows and remain quiet U
n-
less they desired to 'et the contents 
of a
number of shot guns. It was not 
neees
sirs- to give them a second warning 
;they
were only too glad to remain quiet.
 The
'libbers at once attacked the expres
s car
and finally succeeded in gettieg in
, but
then their troubles began, as the 
express
messenger did not know the combin
a-
tion. The robbers were, however, 
pre-
pared for any emergency. They at
 once
drilled a hole in the door of the 
safe,
put in a E tick of dynamite and in a 
few
moments the safe lay in mouy piec
es oe
the floor of the car, but n so-arch fo
r the
money revealed the fleet that there 
was
omit -the dtsperados had made a wate
r-
haul.
The fact that these me n held up the
trite; shims Cud they are not old h
ands
at the !melees, for if they had 
been,
they would have known that as the F.
F. V. was a limited truin little m
oney
mut ever carried on it. The Mell 
wle
held the train up were evidently citizens
of the surrounding country. They fi
red
about one hundred shots so as frighten
the passengers and prevent them fr
om
interfering with their work.
The place that these men selected to
rob the train was a most excellent ono
for the purpose, as it is on a curve, it;
such a dangerous place that the train
always slows up almost to a snail's gait.
On one side of the track not more than
three feet from the side of the cur is a
mountain that towers more than two
hundred feet above the track, while on
the other side about four or five feet
from the track is a precipice ,from the
edge of which to the ground below is
275 feet. The roadbed at this point is
cut out of the solid rock, as it was im-
possible to go around the mountain.
The Chesapeake & Ohio company wil:
endeavor to catch the men who held us
their train this morning.
THE 111,11F11‘ BEAUTY
Thrives on good food and sunshine
with plenty of exercise in the open air
Her form glows with health and he
face blooms with its beauty. If his
system besets the eleaesisg action of
laxative remedy, she uses the genti.
and pleasant Syrup of Figs. Made by
California Fig Syrup Company.
Gaither &West's Sales.
Sales by Gaither & West of 225 hlids.,
for week ending June 11th. Peet.
45 hheis• medium to good leaf: $11 2.1.
10 00, 9 00, 7 00, 795, 750, 7 10, 720.
9 00, b 50, 7 60, 7 80, 900, 7 30, 720, 8 95.
00, 7 20, 8 75 7 90, 7 50, 9 70, 7 60, 7 60
7 95, S 95, 7 50, T 70, 7 25, 7 10, 7 80, 7 40,
7 40, 7 50, 8 75, 7 25, 7 25, 9 60, 700, 8 60.
s 95, 7 50, 7 95, 7 40.
112 Ithele. medium to common leaf
$5 50. 6 25, 5 70, 5 le, 4 25, 4 27., 5 00
-1 00, 4 00, 5 00, 5 75, 4 30, 4 50, 675, 6 80,
60, 3 95, 5 90, 825, 3 25,-I 70, 3 50, 4 20
5 80, 5 00, 70, 5 75, 675, 4 40,5 75, 6 30
3 40, 6 00, 5 00, 6 10, 4 25, 6 50, 4 10,6 1
0
440. 475,400,600,440,680,430,650
6 80, 6 30, 6 50, 5 00, 5 00, 4 20
47.0, 400, 500, 650, 400, 427..
.5 40, 5 80, 4 00, 4 20, 6 00, 6 60
5 00, 5 50, 400, 5 00, 3 95, 5 40, 3 25,
6 10, 6 25, 6 00, 5 90, 4 95.6 20.5 e5,4 70
6 00, 6 75' 4 00, 5 25, 4 50, 6 00, 5 00, 6 00,
4 80, 6 40, 4 30, 4 95, 4 00, 5 00, 6 40, 3 54i,




23 !aids. nit (bunk to good lugs; $2 00,
45 Ithds. Common lugs and trash ; $1 01
to $200.
There was no fine tobacco offered.
Dr. Price's Cream Raking Powder
World's Fair Highest Award.
A RATHER ROMANTIC AFFAIR.
Christian County Girl Secretly Married
Lat.t. May.
Mie; Sadie Mai Settle. a pretty youns
lady of Kennedy, in the Southern part
of the county, and Mr. Einem Draugh-
on, of Springfield, were married at t
he
latter town during the lest part of last
month and kept the wedding a secret
up to a few days ago. James I. Holman.
A Justice of Peace,. tied the nuptial kn
ot
and the only witnesses were Mr. 011
e
Sprouse and Miss Jennie Draughou
After the ceremony the bride and gix om
parted. Mrs. Draughon went to visit a
friend in Robertson county and 
the
groom went to hi* own home. La
st
week a sister of the groom found o
n'
about the wedding and informed tie
parents; of the contracting persona. M
r.
and Mrs. Draughon were anxious 
to
keep the marriage u secret until next
Septemise.
Cordite nee In
Maiisonvilloe Ky., May 20, 1896.-"1
have taken Serseparilla f
en
rheumatism and it ham helped Inc.
WhfilleVle I feel rlieuniat it. pains coming
on I resort to Hood's Saromparilla with
tot irti s ('oil III tied it will do nil
.
good. I hove also taken Iltiod'oe
with benefit." A. Wiarram.
llond's Pills t liartooniotialy with
Mood'. 1161111114rilla,
VOL. XXVI. NO 51
Two Deciha.
Mr. J. Wesley Ballard, an old and tit-
tenable citizen of the county, died at
his home in the Pembroke vicinity Sat-
urday.
He had been sick for some time with
billions olie, but his death was tot
looked fer up to a few hours before' the
ed criers Mr. Ballard hail been a res-
slere of Christian county sinee a youth
ina wa favorably known all over this
ex time He was in the fanning busi-
ness and was quite successful. He was
a:livers:Ay beloved as an honest man
and gooe and kind neighbor.
The funeral (services were held Sun-
day by Dr. W. L. Nourse, pastor of
the Ninth Street Presbyterian church.
ehe remains were laid away in the fam-
ily burying ground near Sulubria.
Miss Willie Vaughn, the youngest
leughtt r of Mr. W. T. Vaughn, one of
Hopkinsville's best-known and liked
citizens, died Saturday night after an
of long duration. Over a year
:go she became &victim of consumption.
For a number of weeks prior to her
,bath, she had been confined to herbed,
:Ind on several occasions her couditien
had been so critical that she was
thoustie to be dyieg, ..../eecentle her life
had been hanging by a thread.
Miss Vaughn was aimed nineteen-
yearsola. She was pretty and bright
and a Lvorite with all who knew her
well.
Fun( 'al services were held at three
o'clock Sunday afternoon at Mr.
Vaughn's residence on South Camp ell
Street. A large crowd of sortowing rel-
atives and sympathetic friends were
present, and ninny beautiful flowers
were laid on the casket. After a song
service, Rev. King, pastor of the Cum-
berlami Preset eterian church made a few
brief sed appropriate remarks. There
was a prayer and • the funeral cortege
was formed. At the grave in Hopewell
semetary there was a simple serve's...
A Bab, 'a Life Ng rd.
"My baby had croup and was saved
try Shiloh's Cure," writes hint. J. L.
nartin, of Huntsville, Ala.-For sale by
R. C. Ilardwick
Ellen N's. tarnines.
The Kress earnings of the L. & N. for
the first week in June 1896 amounted to
$386,527..00, which was an increase of
$41,205.00 over corresponding period of
1895, and an increase of $20,530.00 over
1894, and an increase of only $2,155.00
over Isee
Inas July 1st 1e95 to June 7th 18ee
the eareings were $19,09e,734 00, which
was an increase of $1,024,743.00 over
sorresponding penes' 1894-95, and an in-
(Tease el' $1,312,217.00 over 1893-04, brit
decrease of V1075,425.00 from 1592-93.
The anionnt for the period bet Went July
tat Ises and Junto 7th 1596 was divided
as fellows : freight, $13,429,812.00 ; pas-
se:wee $4,874,441.01); miscellantous,$1,•
X4,481.00.
WW1 let ail OR, pensnade yen to take
ate thisg else Materiel -of feminine; Liver
Regulstor. Some 'mediates will try to
.to this but net for your goods. They an
it to make a little more profit on some-
thing which is of an inferior qualitt.
though you metal pay just as much for
the bad as for the good. Be sure to take
Senn:men Liver Regulator and nothing




Realising that the wholesale hard-
ware dearler makes a fancy profit on
tine cettery, Messrs. Ferbes & Bro.,
have decid,d to let their customers have
the miedle man's profit. They are ae-
eordingly just in receipt of an $e00 bill
of fine pocket cuttery and razors teken
out of bond at Nashville the nearest
custom house. They saved 25 % on first
cost by buying from the manufacturer;
in England and Germany direct, and
will give their trade the advantage of
t. Their display of knives and razors
is not equaled any where in this State.
dltwIt
•••--
f•eistomptioe Can Be eared
.oy the use of Shiloh's Care. This great
eingh Cure is the only known remedy
:or that terrible disease.-For sale by It.
; Hurowick.
Bouquet For Mr. Kelly.
The Courier-Jena-nal, in speaking of
the commencement exercises of Centre
eollege, has the following to sae 01
Wullece Kelly : "The valedictory in the-
teadeteic department was won by Mr.
Wallas' Kelly, of Hopkinsville. Mr
eelly is just twenty years of age, ane
eon the home in close competition with
e large ants. Mr. Kelly, like the two
etn•lemen who eivided the valedictory
donors last year, again demonstrates
that in ain and brawn are net incouipat
ible, as he has not only stood very high
in all his studies, but has been a leading
-pint in all athletie affairs."
Old People.
Old people 'slit. inodieine t.
-egulate the bowels and kittneys wil,
bid the true remedy in El.. trh• lettere
['his medicine does not stimulate sit
ontailis ito whisky- nor other itetoxicuis
out lists as a touic mei alterative. It
ects meetly on the semi:telt and lewels
eelding stneeth and giving tone to tie
organ, y aiding Nat ore in tie
perfeenninee of its fine time. Elect re
diet rs is an extellent appetizer and algi5
tiger eon. Old people find it just exact-
ly what they need. Prieto eoe per bottle
it R. C. liardwick's drug store.
Line Will Be Built.
It is stated on good authority that le
'lie Deli of July Hopkinsville and Fair
:iew will have communication by tele
ramie.. Mr. Hume. of Northville, as
effieer e.of the Cumberland Telephotit
end Telegraph Company, has written tt
gr. N. B. Die.ken, stating that won
vould be commence-el at once on the
line.
Capt. Sweeney, U. S. A.,
San Diego, Cal., says: eShileles Cr-
•arrh Remedy is the first medicine 1
save ever found that would do me ai
rood." Price 34.k.-}'or sale by R. C.
Hardwick.
The Liquor Men Won.
There was an eleetion held in Grebe
•iaturday to decide whether .spiritou-
-vinous and malt liquor shonld be aie
hen.. One hundred and foity-oti.
votes were cast. One hundred at,
11111 teen p. ens signified that thee
.vantel is hisky and twenty-two that
they itesired
jeered old Granny Metealf. 86 years
ehl, living at 615 MOlirne street, Paducah
Ky. ,says that Dr. Bell's Pins Tar Honey
as the best grip cure, cough. ling ann
bronehial remedy that has been tailed
aurieg her life. Guaranteed by H. C.
Hardwick.
Rev. Foray Sick.
News has reached this city that Rev.
Forgy, of Pembroke a well-known
Baptist Minister and father of Mr.S. %V
Porgy of Elktsti, is seriously ill. De
has 'wen in bed for several weeks. His




Tlin eleven-year•olci soon of 'William
Ferrell, it fennel of con lit)', shot
the tom of Ids siootoe'm heed off fuel sev•
ere, three fingers with a shotgun (hot
Ii.' olidn't knew was heeled. The child
soon died.
--- --ems . .-
Or. Prica's Cream Baking Powder
esswase Geld Modal lilAvAates Pro sae trustee.
HON. JOHN D. CLARDY
He Announces As a Candi-
date for Re-Election.
HAS ALWAYS LABORED VERY EARNESTLY.
Served His Coretauents Faithfully. Honestly
and Ably.
Dr. John D. Clardy has retunied from
Washington. He is enjoying excellent
health and is very much elated, over the
manner in which the cause of free sil-
ver has triumphed everywhere, as he
has always been an ardent advocate of
a bimetallic currency. The Doctor
authoriges the New Efts to say to the
people of the Second Congressional Die
fria of Kentucky that be is a candidate
for re-election to Congress, subject es
the action of the Democratic party.
Dr. Clardy is too well-knewu to the
people of Kentucky to need any intro-
duction at our hands, as he has been
very prominent in State politics for a
number of years, and has made speeches
all over the Commonwealth. front the
mountains to the Mississippi River anti
from the Ohio River to the Tennessee
line. He ha.s always worked for the in-
terest of the Democratic party, and
when his services have been needed he
has never failed to reepond to the call.
In 1504, after one of the closest cam-
paigns ever made in the Seemed Con-
gressional district, Dr. Clanly was
ehosen over two worthy competitors to
be the standard-bearer of the .Demo-
crane party in the Congressional race,
anti at the election in November of that
year, when the State ticket of his patty
was defeated, when Democrats were de-
feated for Congress in districts that hail
never before given Republican majori-
ties, he WILS elected by a handsome ma-
jority. Dr. Clardy took his acet in the
Fifty-Fourth Congress last Devout we
and from that time until the adjourn-
ment, a few days ago, he labored earn-
estly in the face of a large adverse ma-
jority for the best interests of his roll-
stituento. The interests of the whole
people of the district were carefully
looked after by him, and those of the
farmene receives' sieved attsntion,
he worked hard for many W111/4 for tho.
pessage of a measure that he originuted
fie the pnrposeo of gtvilig Altiorieall tci.
ha/ on better advantages in the markets
of foreign lands And which mould neves
manly greatly eternise the preso that
our fanners weight receive for their
crops of the weed. As this Congrote is
event beemingly Republican a Democrat
could get through only such a measure
as might uueet with the approval of the
liespublicans, lint Dr. Clardy, by hard
work, succeeded in getting Republieaus
iuterested in his tobacco measure, anti
he expects to be able to get it through
at the next session. The Doctor never
ellowed an opportunity for aiding the
free silver cause to pass by unimproved,
and when his allowance of public docu-
ments on this question, such tin. statistics
and speeches, gave out, he had thous-
ands of copies printed at his own ex•
penes, and sent them over the district
so that the people might get the bone-
lit of the ideas of the leaders in the
cause. In fact, in all matters he had at
heart the interests of the people whom
he represented, and while he belonged
to the party that was in the minority
and could not, for that reason, intro-
duce and secure the passage of many
measures that he would have liked to
have seen enacted, yet he was always
found in his seat in the House of Rep-
reeentativi a ready to aid in the passage
of any bill that was to the interest of
his constituents or to pretest with his
vote and his voice against any aleatittre
that he thought was contrary to the in-
terests of the people erf this district.
Dr. Clardy has served the people of
the district to the best of his ability-
faithfully, honestly and couscientiously,
and he now conies before them, and
asks them to look over les record and if
they feel that his course has been such
.te it should have been to give him au
indorsement by going to tue polls wet
November and electing hitn as their
Representative in the lefts-Fifth Sem-
\grow.
As soon as he has taken a short rest,
Dr. Clardy expects to make a visit to
etch arid every county in the district.
Larc,- -7t, ;p.m SNIxtneht.
.7..r• el ecriod Sir Cassese
:hes se•is cP cue Mi.% Os dank to c.uaoria
tie:. ',ad 'ALIA-W.4in ea.. Oestarlit.
May Meet Here.
The next annual meeting of the State
Dental Asses-intim may be held in Hop-
Ail invitation filen a HUM -
tier of the prominent dentists and lead-
ing citizens 111114 been extended to the 11.%.
oriation whieh will meet in Louisvill.
this week. It es understood that many
.of the menders of the organization an'
Apterous of meeting in Weeterii Kentuc-
ky next year and it is eot at all improlo
elle (hut W ill be clits.ro.
DJ Net l'Atirs
Pills do not cure constipation. They
.nily aggravate. Karl's Clover Root Tell
gives perfect regularity of the bowels.
-For sale byR. O. Hardwick.
_
A Branch Union Organised.
Mrs. Frances Beauchaunp, sister of
Mrs. Tom Barbour, of this city, has or-
vanized a branch of the Woman's Chris-
tian Temperance Union in Earlington,
fhe following wennen were chosen °fil-
ers of the order : Miss Annie (.h )Well,
i'resident : Mims Minnie Bourland, Cor-
responding Secretary ; Mrs. I.izzie
ere, I/telling Secretary ; Miss Mildred
:Smithy, Treasurer.
• ...OM --•
Rheum* hen l'ertet la a Ha
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism ant
S'eurielgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days
tts act ic to upon the system is remarkable
end m,m ft emus. It removes at temp the
.ause and the disease immediately dis-
ippears. The first dose great's) benefits .
5 vents- Sold by R. C. Hardwick Drug-
gist Hopkinsvile.
May Not Rebuild.
There's a probability that the Sinking
Fund Commissiontra will decide not to
rebuild the branch penitentiary at Ed-
dyville. It is said that Auditor Stem
is determined to enlarge. the I fainkfort
prison.
Dividend No. 20.
At the semi•atinual moseitig of the
Board of Direseerto of the Cremona Mill -
tug Co , a dividend of four (4 as1 per
mote, was declares! out of the net earmm.
lug for Mx Malaita ending May iloth.and
payable July I.
H. II. DeTneviter,
I 71hilltivat So.e.'y. and Treas.
Dr, Price's Cream Baking Powder
A.•.kof 4.4 )4.4., MIdwial.. 1,41r, Ites I raiftwil.
CAN'T REMOVE THEM.
IsPEctel. TO NEW [KAI
Frankfort, 441g., June I3.-The Court
of Appeals this morning handed down
an opinion in the' case of the Executive
Beards of Louisville against Mayor E
Todd. Tile Court decidee that the Estate
Mayor can not remove the members of
the Boards.
It will be remembered that when Mr
Todd was elected to fill the vacancy
caused in:the Mayor's ;office by the
death of Mn, Tyler, :one of the first
things he did was to request the Board
of Public Safety and .the Board of Pub-
lic Works to send in their resignations.
This was done because the members of
these two Boards were all Democrats;
and the Mayor wanted to put Republi-
cans in their places. The members all
decided not to resign, so the Mayor at
once issued an order removing them
from office. The members of the Board
of Public Safety at once applied to the
Circuit Court for an injnuction
restraining the Mayor from putting his
order of removal be force. When the.
case came up for a hearing the Court
grantedehe injueelion, on the ground
that the Charter of the City directed the
Maser to appoint three men on each of
these Boards and that these men were to
serve for four years from the time of their
confirmation by the Board of Aldermen,
the higher branch of the city's General
Council, and that as these men had not
served four years, as the charter direct-
ed, the Mayor did net have the power to
remove them. This decision did not suit
the Mayor, and he took the case to the
Court of Appeals, which sustains the de-
eisioin of the Circuit Court.
The oisecarried upwas thatiof the Board
of Public Safety, but as the Board of
Public Works is created by the same
clause of the Charter, the decision ap-
plies to that as well, and the members
of the Boards will now complete their
terms of office unmolested, and the Re-
publicans will have to wait for pie.
re 'ten Slade
miserable be Indigestion, Constipation,
Dizziness, Lose of Appetite, Yellow
Skin? Shiloh's Vitalizer is a piitive
cure.-Yor sale by R. C Hardee
WILL HELP THE TREASURY.
['epeeist. TO NEW ERA
Washington, June 15.-Although the
internal revenue receipts for the naval
year ending Jute. 30 will be, according
to the tetimate of the Commissioner,
119,000,000 less than anticipates!, yet the
receipts for this month will he larger
than the average. For the past two
weeks the shipment of tax paid whisky
and besr stamps has been very active.
Especially is this so of beer stamps, and
the cause assigned for this unusual ac-
tivity in the beer trade is the warm
weather, supplemented by the fact that
the two great parties will hold their
national conventions in close pfoximity.
The demand for tax-paid whisky and
beer stamps far exceeds the donatind of
a year ago. It is believed by internal
revenue official); that if the distillers of
the country shut down for a reasonable
period they will as well as the Govern-
ment reap a benefit.
Notwithstanding this fact Kentucky,
it is said, will show up well in the Com-
missioner's report of internal revenue
receipts, which will be issued about the
latter part of July.
The Best l'eneh Care
is Shiloles Cure. A neglected cough is
danrserous. Stop it at once with Shiloh's
Cure.-For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
Ler HARD LINES.
[SPEci tt. TO NEW ERA
Versailles, Ky., June 12.-Mrs. Dr.
Davis, whose husband is now se- "-yew a
life sentence in the penitentiary for
murder, recently filed a suit for a
divorce from hen. The case came
up fee a hearing a few days ago, and
this morning the court rendered a decis-
ion denying Mrs. Davis a divorce. This
leaves the lady in an exceedingly awk-
ward position, as it is said that she is
already engaged to be married to a gen-
tleman residing here, and expected the
ceremony to take place as won as the.
flivoreeshonld be granted-never dream-
ing that the court would decline to
;trent a divorce.
Webs nee Arnie. Savo.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises. Sor Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
'Sever Sores, 'fetter, Chapped Hands
ehilleains, Corns und all Skin Erup-
:Ione, and positively runs Flee, or ras
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
'metre satiefacion or money refunded
erife 25 mats per bee. For Sale by P
0, Hardwick Hopkinsville Kv.
MANY WANT TO GO.
[sperm., To NEW ERA]
Chicago, Ill.. June 13.-In view of
the fact that the Demme:lee convention
shish will uesemble here in July will
!le one of the most lively ever held in
the history of the country, applications
have already been made for three times
as many seats as there will be in tht
convention ball. The management will
rake steps to increase the seating capa-
city all that is possible, but it will et
impossible te Seat oue-tenth of the pee
plc who will amply for melon to tl.e
sonvent ion.
Nerves on Edge.
I was nervous. tired. irritable a
nd
cross. Karl's Clover Root Tea has mach
cue happy, Mrs. E. B. Worden.-For
sale by R. C. Hardwick.
BLAND IN ARKANSAS.
Little Rock, Ark.. June 13.-Whi
le
Boles, et Iowa, is very popular in 
this
State. Bland will reeeive the robe of the
State in the Chicago convention, as t
he
bulk of the delegates to the State con
-
relation have been instructed to vote for
him for President.
TO TEACHERS:
Cherry Bro.'s Sommer Normal
School Provides
For it thorough review of all the Com-
mon Seism)) bratielo.s, and of the
higher Unwary branelies. For ak coarse
at Ins. Hand Drawing, Peninanallip,
etc., which are 1)11-v1441 frees Next torn'
begets June 9th, lee lf you cc alit at
good certitiesite-", Weill pay you to write
us. A eleireen
lee




CASE AGAINST THE L. & N.
Anotner Batch of Indictments
Brought In.
The ease of H. W. Breathitt, admire
iatrator of tho estate of the late John L.
Brantley vs. the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad Company, has been decided in
Geyer of the plaintiff.
Oil the twenty-eighth of July, 0191,
JohisBrantley, a man about twenty-
three years old, who was in the employ
of the L. & N. as a brakeman, was run
over by an engine near Crofton. His
legs were cut off and his body badly
inangled. He flied twenty-four hours
later. Claiming that the death was due
to negligence on the part of emsloyes of
the road, the administrator of Brant-
ley's estate brought suit against the
road for ten thousand dollars in the Cir-
cuit Court of Christian county. A jury
returned a verdict in favor of the plain-
tiff. The attorneys for the defense took
the ease to tire Court of Appeals, where,
owing to the fact that the administra-
tor aeting as plaintiff was appointed in
Indiana, it was sent back to be tried
again in the lower court. Mr. H. W.
Breathitt, of this city, was appointed
administrator and another trial too
place. The cattle was handed over to the
jury Saturday: afternoon and after a
short deliberation a verdict for the
plaintiff, fixing the damages at $5,000,
was returned. lion. Waller Downer
was elected to preside during the tried
as Judge Breathitt was the attorney for
the plaintiff.
The grand jury has returned a fresh
batch of indictments as follows:
Hugh Waggoner, horse stealing.
Role. Coleman, carrying concealed
deadly weapons.
Walter Denims seduction of female
tinder twenty-one years of age.
Selling liquor to melon', Jack Shank•
lin, two CAM Mg,
Peter Hemierson, breach of peace.
Ernest Bromfield, Name,
Lee King, violating the Salitathehree
eases.
Furnishing liquor to minor, L. Can
non and "Bank" Cannon.
Same, same,
Sallie, same, •
Ben Hendensou, selling liquor without
license.
A Great German's Prescription.
Desesed blood, constipation, and kid-
ney, liver and bowel troubles are cured
by Karl's Clavier Root Tea.-For sale by
R. C. Hardwick.
CANDIDATES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.)
St- Lntlin,i June 15.-Never before
were there et* known to be as many
men wautin* the Vice Presidential
nomination seat present. Nearly every
State East of the Mississippi River sad
several West of it have ,favorite sons
that they are backing for the second
place. There is now a new Richmond
ea the field in the person of Marcus
Hanna. the Cleveland million-
aire who hise managed McKinley's
campaign with such consummate
skill. It is said that while Mr. Hanna
is not in any sense of the word a candi-
date for the Vice Presidency, he would
take the noniination if the convention
offerel it to :him. The men who are
urging Haulm's nomination, however,
forget that hie could not accept if Mc-
Kinley gets the first place for the very
good reason that the Constitution of the
United Stanis says that the President
and the Vice President cannot both
come (rem the same State, so that dis-
poses of Mr. Hanna if he ever had any
intention of Offering for the nomination.
It is thought by a majority of the del-
egates that li4orton or Reed one will re-
ceive the tiomination for the second
place, althoegh Gov. Morton said on
Saturday that he would not accept the
nomination : under any circumstances.
Mr. Platt, hewever, so it is said, feels
that he eon* prevail on the New York
Governor tO accept. The Governor says
that he held the office :o, ft a- years, and
knows what it is.and therefore does not
want it.
The little State of Rhode Island has
two ex-Gov+rnors who are both anxious
to get the ti)mination. H. Clay Evans,
of Tennessaie, is also working very hard.
and thinkshe has some chance to be
!Milled by Ole mrivention, as he has a
strong follOwing on acouunt of the fact
that the section from which he comes
has not beon represented on a Republi-
can nationel ticket since the war, when
Andy Johnson. of Tennessee, was elect-
el, and succeeded to the Presidency
Allen Mr. Lincoln was killed.
FOR VICE PRESIDENT.
steirastel. TO NEW ERA.;
St. Len*. June 15.-Gov. D. Russell
Brown. of: Rhode Island, whose pictur
es
adorn the korritione as a candidate for
the Vice President, has arrived.
 Ex-
Gov. Lippett. of Rhode Island, is 
ale° a
eandidatoe,for second place on the ticket.
With the :candidacy of Gov. Ha
wley
and Gov. 13ulkely, of Connecticut, 
being
quite actiiely pushed it is fre
quently
observed that the smaller Eastern S
tales




Ismael. TO NEW ERA]
Dativilie, Ky., June 15.-Mr. and Mrs.
G. W. Ressell were thrown over 
a cliff
sixty-flvefeet high into Rolling 
Fork,
near here', Saturday by a run-awa
y home.





s Holding a Mission
Rev. Itiolert S Carter, rector of the
- iGrace I;: helmet Church, Is holding a
a 
t
lipitioll lig Week at the' Church of 
the
Good sheplieroi. Ha will preach each
night at eight o'clock.
IWO ...-
Dr. Pr'a Cream Baking Powder
more FAN Illieset *she sae Diplom
The Republicans will fail in their ef-
forts to make this a tariff campaign ; the
people will not have it.
Gov. Bradley's card that he adver-
tised so extensively turned out to be a
very tame [affair, and was doubtless
gotten up by Bradley for the purpose of
keeping himself before the public. The
card is entirely without point, amid in-
stead of publishing a letter showing Mc-
Kinley to be a strong free silver man,
as he had led the public to believe he
would do, he simply comes out and de-
nies that he ever received any such
letter from McKinley. He also deuies
that he has been influenced by the op-
tionents of McKinley ;to make a fight
orainst him. There was really not the
lightest reason for the,-writing of the
card, and it is hard to see why Bradley
should have written it-except for the
purpose of advertising himself
The people of the count"- were more
pleased at the adjournment last week
than at any ether act of the Fifty-fow th
Congress. For pure, genuine, unadul-
terated worthlessness this Congress
stands without a peer in the history of
the country. It is more to be condemned
for what it failed to do than fur what it
it did_ When the members gathered ia
Washington early in last December the
people of the country expected that
some steps would be taken to remedy
the evils in our currency eystem. but
the Republican majority not only could
not do anything itself, but would not
allow the Democrats to do anything
that would have a tendency to improve
the fimurcial situation. The greet
trouble was that the Speaker of the_
Howie was a candidate for the Presi-
dency and feared to permit his party to
take any action lest it might lutppea
not to meet the approval of the voters.
Many of the newspapexs of this coun-
try have been commenting on the ex-
penditure of $15,000,000 for the corona-
tion of the Czar of Ruses, and express-
ing their gratification at the fact that
we have not a monarchial form of gov-
ernment. This is all very well and
good, but while this $15,000,000 was be-
ing expended iniRussis our Congress
passed a 'bill appropriating more than
four times :that amount ostensibly for
the general gicod, but which President
Cleveland showed in his veto message
wee almost entirely for the benefit of
small localities and individuals-three
mrilions of if being for the *purpose of
making a harbor for Mr. C. P. Hunting-
ten at the Western terminus of his
Southern Pacific railroad, and which
could be of benefit to no one except him.
The generrl public in Russia got more
good out of the $15,000,000 spent in
feasts, &e., at the Csar's coronation
than we will get from the $02,000,01Xe
appropriation which Mr. Cleveland
vetoed, but which was at once pealed
over his head by the extravagant and
worthless Fiftylrourth Oongrems.
Every business man in the country
knows that business is always at a
standstill for at least a year whenever it
becomes apparent that a change is to be
made in the tariff, as men who do busi-
ness on a big wale buy at least that far
ahead and they will not give orders and
manufacturers will not make rates when
they are uncertain what change the tar-
iff will make in prices-in fact they
could hardly do so if they desired to,
therefore changes in the tariff ought not
to be made except when actually, abso-
lutely necessary. Everybody remain-
the stagnation in business during
he months that the McKinley Bill was
pending, and again during the long
months in which the Senate was
wrangling over the Wilson Bill, and re-
membering these occasion they are not
in favor of re-opening the question now,
espe-eally when it is remembered that
business is just beginning to recover
from the effects of the recent panic. In
view of these facts the voters of the
country can not afford to support Mr.
McKinly for the Presidency, because his
election means an entire change of LI e
tariff, a raising of the taxes of every-
body at a time when few people are able
to bear the burden of taxation alroa
cy
placed upon them. That the election of
McKinley would result in a complete
change of the tariff no man can for a
mom( ut doubt, because it is a wel
l-
known fact that the protected manufac-
turers of the country are furnishing
large sums of money for his campaign,
and they would not be doing this unless
they expected to gain something by hay-
ing him in the White House. Th
en
again, the mere selection of McKinley
by the Republican party as its candi-
date is sufficient evidene. of a contem
p-
lated change in the tariff, as that is the
only quesitioa of public policy wi
th
which he has ever been in any large
measure identified. There has never
been in the life of the nation a more in-
opportune time for making a change in
the tariff law than is the present a
nd
the people ought not to countenance
the men who are now doing all they
can to secure the nomination and elec-
tion of a man who will favor such 
a
('hange, who will absolutely hand over
the taxing power of the Federal Gover
n-
ment to a hit of as conscience-lees mo-
nopolists stele-en tried to get control of
any Government. The niatter lies en-
tirely with the voters; they can pr
e-
vent sushi a calamity by simply casti
ng
their votes againet McKinley when th
ey
go to the polls in November.
WHISKY BURNED.
I SpIrtILL TO NEW ERA.)
Louisville, Ky.. June 15.-One of the
large ware-houses of the White Mills
Distillery Company. ,between Eighteenth
and Twentieth and Howard and Le
x-
ington streets, in this city, was destroy-
ed by tire yesterday. The building
 con-
tained about 7,500 barrels of whisk
y,
crust of is hich was banned. The 
total
loaf is placed at $125,000, and is we
ll
covered by insuranee. About 5,000 bar
rels of the whisky belonged to 
the W.
H. Harris heirs Four firemen 
WETS




[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Washington, D. C., June 15.-Boies
and Blackburn, or Boles and 
Daniel
seem to be the favorite tickets 
here
among the free-silver men. There 
is
still a gnat deal of talk about T
eller
and Daniel and Teller and Tillman. If
Senator Blackburn is not given a 
place
on the ticket, and in the event of
 the
election of the Chicago candidates, 
he




Washinton, D. C., June 15.--CA:ingrain-
man Sayers, of the appropriations Otse
b-
mittee, is preparing a statement of the
money appropriates! at this sessio
n 01
l'ongreas. The figures ahow that Mr.
rt,v(i'm model tiongreas has been about
the most extravagant on reve
re
Cincinns ti, 0., June 15.-Pen Brush,
ridden by Sims, won the Buckeye Stak
es
at Oakley Saturday in 1 AIN. 
Preto*
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One of the most remarkable exports of
the Gold Coast of Africa is that of mon-
key skins. During the past five years
an average of 175,000 skills have been
samuelly exported, large numbers of
. them being sent to the United States.
Se after all it will be seen that there is
some excuse for the monkey's existence.
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat says
that Gov Bradley is doing tou much
talking The Globe-Democrat is very
late in the day finding that out. The
trouble with Bradley is that he can not
maintain a parity between his month
ant his brains:-the ratio of le to I
would haxely et the caste.
If the Spanish Government intends to
coutinue the war in Cuba is is strange
that Gen. Weyler is not replaced with a
soldier. Weyler was sent there because
of his reputation as a butcher, but as all
the world is looking on he is afraid to
resort to his usual barbarous methods-
that as to such an extent as to be effec-
tual.
Gan. Weyler probably forbids the ex-
portation of tobacco from Cuba from
fear that his army might run out of ci-
garettes, for about all his soldiers have
done since their arrival in the Wand has
been to smoke cigarettes and tight mos-
quitos-and they prefer to fighting mos-
quitos to fighting Cubans, as they find
it much inure healthy
The Republican press evidently
doesn't think that the free silver mem-
bers of its party care anything for prin-
ciple. but simply want to be with the
majority whether right or wrong, as the
St. Louis Globe-Democrat lays: "The
free silver Republicans are not likely to
leave the party that is certain to triumph
and join one that is doomed to the most
decisive and humiliating defeat."
Spain's borrowing capacity has been
nearly exhausted. her soldiers in Cuba
are dying of yellow fever faster than
their places can be filled, and still she is
not willing to grant to the Cubans the
fseedom that an intelligent, enlightened
an 1 patriotic people are entitled to. It
Is a great pity that Spain has DO states-
men te induce her to recognise what
the inevitable result will be.
Gen. Weyler's troche by means of
which he hoped to crush the Cuban pa-
triot,' has not amounted to anything, as
the insurgence are to unaccommodating
as to refuse to march up between Gen.
Wey ler N two armies and be shot down
an if they were so many dogs. Gen.
Weyler has proved himself to be a de-
cided failure as a commander. and It is
indeed surprising that the aparush 00Y -
efrainens does not order huu back to
S ein-in fact it is surprising that the
whole army is not ordered back to Spain
anti the contest abandoned,-end it
would be done but for the pride of the
haughty Caetillan. Pride is coating
Spain a great deal just now-both in
human livte and in money. If Gen.
Weyler had been a Chinese general he
woald by skim time have been deprived
not only of his yellow jacket and his
green neektie, but ale) every stitch of
clothing of every sort-and in all prob-
ability his bead.
In view of the record of the Congress
jest adjourned it is hard to see how any
of the members of the majority can have
the cheek to go before the people and
ask so be -re-elected at the November
election. The oountry was never before
in such a terrible financial condition as
it has been for the past year, and yet
- the Republican majority refused to do
anything to protect the national credit,
but on the contrary spent more money
than any Congress ever before spent at
One **MOO, and the greater part of this
money was unnecessarily spent, much
of it being absolutely thrown away so
An the general public is concerned.
And again, when the Democratic Presi-
dent vetoed a bill appropriating out and
out $611,000.000 and providing for a
further contingent expenditure, $13.000,-
000 of which was entirely for the benefit
of C. P. Huntington and the greeter
part of the remainder was for other in-
dividuals OW for small localities, the Re-
publican majority at epee passed that
bill Over his veto. When the Demo-
cratic minority wanted tQ do something
to improve the financial situation the
members of the Republican majority re-
fused to permit it, because they hoped
to make poloical capital out of the situ-
ation, and in order to do that they were
willing to allow the business of the en-
tire country to suffer. Yet, these men
are, with few exceptions asking the peo-
ple whose confidence they have abased
in this meaner, to re-elect them, and in
the majority of the cases it will be done.
and the people will by re-electing them
inlone theircoarse in the Fifty-Fourth
Cougreas.
It is hard to understand how any
Southern man who cares anything for
his State or his section of the country
could be in favor of Speaker Reed for
anything, mac:bless for such an office as
that of Vice President of the United
States. There has never been a Force
EMIL there has never been a resolution
introduced in Congress abutting the peo-
ple of the South, there has never been a
bill of any sort in Congress that would
Injure the South that has not met with
Reed's hearty approval and been en-
dorsed by his vote. He hats always
hated the South and everybody that
comes from the South. Men like
Chandler and Lodge and Grosvenor,
who are never so happy am when de-
nouncing the people of the South, have
always found a ready and able ally in
Thomas Brackett Reed. And yet this
man Reed comes to the people of the
section he it) bitterly hates, and asks
them to vote for him for Vice President
-and strange to say, thousands of them
are anxious; to do it. As the presiding
officer of the United States Senate
Reed would be in a position where he
could and would iej er. the sough
With his gag rules eel his patent
method of ()mating quorums he would
get through some yells:mu bill Intro-
dared by some much wretch as Chandler
or Ledge or Foraker before he had been
hi °Mee two years. Who is there that
deubta that we would ROW have trooper
at the polls at every election in the
South if Reed instead of Levi P Mor
ton had been the presiding officer of the
Senate when the last Fore* Bill was be-
fore that body for consideration • He
would have found scene way by which
that bill could have been pushed
through. With the exception of H.
Clay Evans, of Tennessee, there is not
I man who has been mentioned for the
Vise Presidency who Is not a better
Wind 10 ass South than Is Kr. Reed.
lie an ideal streaelo
_
etepubliella candidates for the Vies
i'rAvidsattlf as thick as Seas on a
dog.
Bradley h n't declined the Vice
Presidential dominate-ire-and he never
will.
The St. Globe-Democrat says
that a Pop Governor is the greatest
curse that be imposed upon a State.
Cleveland & D.A.'s, Attorneys at
Law, New Y City. That's the way
the "shingle' will read after March 4th.
The St. convention is not prov-
ing to be so uch of a McKinley ratifi-
cation as the followers of that gentle-
man had expected.
On the strintrth of the familiar apho-
rism that silence is golden MicKinley
probably thinks that the extreme gold
men ought t4 be satisfied with him.
The movenont to reduce Southern
representatien in Republican conven-
tions was doluetlees started by Northern
candidates Whose "tiaras" have been
extensively tapped.
It is now quite evident to everybody
that there tam never the slightest ueees-
sity for Mr. Cleveland to write a letter
declining a nomination for a third term
in the Whit+ House.
=1._
The Republican majority in the House
unseated niee Democrats at the session
just completed. The Republicans want
to be fixed tn caste the House haa to
elect the President this year.
Thomas Jefferson 0110d said that ea
defenseless position and a distinguished
love of pesuie are the sweet invitations
to war." Those who think that Uncle
Sam's new warships are not his best as-
carance of peace abroad are laboring
under a misapprehension.
The Republican party for many years
captured the vote of thousands of work-
ing men allover the country by talking
of a tariff -for the protection of Ameri-
can labor," but that will not wort any
longer, as the laborer has at last dis-
covered that the lower the tariff, the bet-
ter it is for him.
The divorce industry received a black
eye when Mr. Cleveland signed the bill
providing that a year's residence in any
of the Territories Wall be necemary be-
fore application can be made to the Ter-
ritorial courts for a divorce. Chicago
attorneys' however, still continue to ad-
vertise, "divorces secured while you
wait."
The Republican capitalists of Penn-
srylvania anid the other Eastern States
who talk or"protectin,g American labor-
ers," evideatly mean to protect them
sonnet work, as they employ foreigners
whenever they can get them, many of
the hugest eoncerns of various kinds in
Peunsylvanda not having a single Amer-
ican laborer on their pay-rolls.
To the ftee silver Republicans Who
are talking of bolting if the St. Louis
convention does not make some conces-
sions to thee' the St. Lone Globe-Demo-
crat sends this message of fraternal love
and greeting: -Bolt and be d.-d."
The silver men, however, continue to
say: "we'll be 4-4 if we don't bolt."
It will be seen from this that the silver
Republic ani 11W0 in A very bad fix, as it
appears that they are in for it either
way
11100 Reward 4100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least one
dreaded disease that science has been
able to ewe in all its stages. and that is
Catarrh. Rail's Catarrh Cure is the
only positive cure known to the medical
fraternity. Catarrh being A constitu-
tional de, requires a aonalitntional
treatment Hall's Catarrh Cure is
taken internally. acting directly upon
the blood slnd mucus surfaces of the
system, thereby destroeing the founda-
tion the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith in
its cunt-ore powers, that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any came that it
fails to cure. Send for Ka of teetimon-
tale. Address,
Y. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
Sobd by druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
The Republicans hope to be able to
deceive the people in the approaching
campaign by telling them that the de-
ficiency in the revenue is due to the re-
ducuon of the tariff made by the Wil-
son Bill, and they will be able to make
many people believe it, but no man who
ham kept posted on the financial situa-
tion will for moment be taken in by
such a statement. To gee that this is
not true one has only to remember that
the revenue began to fall off back in
the Harrison Administration, when the
McKinley tariff, the highest tariff this
country eter had, was in fall force.
The revemtes then fell off and the gold
reserve bemme depleted to such an ex-
tent that Harrison, just before going out
of office, was on the point of selling
fifty millions of dollars worth of bonds
-even going so far se to have the
Secretary of the Treasury have the
bonds engnaved ; and these very same
bonds are the ones that Mr. Cleveland
used when he had his first bond sale.
This fact of itself is sufficient to show
that the tariff is not responsible for the
deficiency. Our currency system, and
not the tariff, :es responsible for the
falling of of the revenues. The
demonetization of silver is the point
from which our financial troubles
started, the present condition of affairs
being the uatural consequence of that
act, and nOthing short of the restora-
tion of silver to 'the place it formerly
occupied in our currency system will
cause a retk,rn of the prosperity that the
country ei4oyed prior to the demoneti-
zation act f1873.
The things that people see are inside
of them and not outside. No two peo-
ple see the same thing exactly alike.
One womati may look out a beautiful
landscape end see all the beauty restful-
ness and geandness that there is in it.
Another one will look out at the same
scene and see nothing. The man who
is perfectly well and vigorous; enjoys
life to the full. Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery makes people well.
There isn't anythMg miraculous about
it-it is the most natural thing in the
world. It simply puts the digestive or-
gans, the stomach, the liver, the 1 owela,
in perfect order and thereby makes the
blood purl and rich. All diseases live
and thrive on impure blood. Keep a
stream of pure, rich, red blood flowing
into a diseased spot, and the disease will
not stay. A man lives on rich, pure
blood, and disease dies on it.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discov-
ery makest pure, rich blood. Send 21
cents in one-cent stamps to World's Die-
penaary Medical Amociation, Buffalo,
N. Y., and receive Dr. Pierce's 100h
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M'KINLEY NOMINATED.
Free Silver Delegates Left
the Convention.
THE VOTE IN DETAIL.
A Very Dramatic Scene Took Place In the
Committee Room.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA!
St. Louis June 18.-The session of the
convention held yesterday morning was
a short one, as the committees were not
ready to report. The convention con-
vened again at three o'clock in the af-
ternoon and the Committee on Cre-
dentials brought in its report, which
was read and adopted. The permanent
organization was effected, Senator John
M. Thurston. of Nebraska, being made
Permanent Chairman. The eliding
and adoption of the report of the Com-
mittee on Credentials was completed at
5:10 o'clock, and the convention then
adjourned until 10 o'clock this morning,
as the delegates did not care to miss
their suppers in order to hear the report
of the Committee on Resolutions and
Rake. It is said that there would have
been a night newton but for the fact
that it would have interfered with the
mammoth McKinley parade that Hanna
had arranged to work up enthusiasm
for the Ohio man and in that way pre-
vent delegates' from changing over to
Reed. It is estimated that there were
fully 12,000 spectators present' at the af-
ternoon session.
It is said that a test of McKinley's
strength in the convention was made on
a motion at the afternoon session, and
that it allowed that he had a majority of
100 over Morton. 'The euesP-on voted
on was in regard to the Committee on
Credentials giving to McKinley almost
all of the 158 contested seats, and also
giving him the Texas delegation. The
minority vigorously opposed this action,
but it was sustained by a vote of 543e,
to 35912. This ended the struggle.
While the convention was Inlay with
its work a drataatic scene was being
enacted in the Committee en Res-
olutions. Senator Teller and liii free
silver colleagues announced to the other
committeemen when the currency plank
in the platform was agreed upon by a
vote of 40 to 11 that they hail reached
the parting of the ways, and that noth-
ing remained for them to do but to
withdraw from the convention, This
announcement was not greeted with
any recriminations or wild words of de-
nunciation ma had been expected by
some people, but was received with re-
gret; it was as the parting of old friends
in sorrow. The silver men said they
regreted to be forced to take the step,
but that they had been driven to it by a
fate they could not resist. Speeches
were made by Senators Teller, DuBois,
Cannon, and several other Western del-
egates. Senator Teller said he joined
the Republican party at its inception,
that he had beau an ardent supporter of
Lincoln, and had represented his
State in the United Stated Senate
for twenty years as a Republican,
save for two years when he was a
member of President Arthur's cabinet.
All the others spoke feelingly of their
connection with the Ttepublican party,
and expressed their sincere regrets at
being compelled to withdraw from it.
The scene was an affecting one. Sever-
al of the gold men shed tears when they
attempted to reply to the speeches of the
silver men, and much regret was ex-
pressed that they should find it necessa-
ry to differ so radically.
The prevailing opinion continues to be
Chat Morton will be McKinley's run-
ning mate on the ticket, although the
friends of Ilobartz of New Jersey. and
Evans, of Tennesse, theist not, and
Warner Miller and his followers are bit-
terly fighting the New York Governor.
It is said that Hanna is opposed to the
nomination of Morton, but he may be
forced to to acquiece.
While the party leaders regret very
much to see the silver men leave the
party, and recognize that their action
will be exceedingly costly to the party at
the polls in November, it is said that no
attempt will be made to keep them
from withdrawing, in fact, there
is no way in which it can be done,
as the party can not afford to
make any concessions to them, SS it
would thereby lose all of the New En-
gland States and many of the others
East of the Mississippi River. It is a
condition lied not a theory that now
confronts the managers of the Republi-
can party.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
St. Louis, June 18.-2 :08 p. m.-The
delegates began to assemble in the con-
vention hall the; morning some time be-
fore 10 o'clock, the hour set for the
meeting, but it was well on towards 11
o'clock before Chairman Thurston call-
ed the house to order. The session was
opened with a prayer, after which the
Chair announced that the order of busi-
ness would begin with the report of the
Committee on Resolutions. This report
everybody knew would put life into the
morning session. The platform is what
had already been outlined in the press
dispatches. It favors the maintenance
of the single gold standard and I. op-
posed to any more extended use of silver
that is now being made. It gives not
the slightest consolation to the silver
men in the party. The platform also
favors a high protective tariff and say.
that the reciprocity policy in force under
the Harrison Administration should
again be put into effect in compunction
with the protective tariff. The ttriff
that it favors is not merely for revenue,
but for the sake of protection itself.
When the currency 'dank was read to
the ('convention Mr. Teller arose and
tried to get the reinvention to consider
the wishes of the minority in regard to
the recognition of silver, but the con-
vention declined to do so, and the plat-
form went through with a mete
Hobart stock is on the rise and his fol-
lowers are doing all they can to induce
Mr. Platt to withdraw the name of Gov.
Morton before they taken any vote en
the Vice Presidency, AM they feel that
their man could win with him out of
the way. So far, however, Mr. Platt
has declined to do so.
NiPT.CIAL TO NEW ERA)
St, Louis, Jane 18.-2 :12 p. m.-It as
 4006.16.11.111"11 
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; "The North Pole made use of at last."
)7.
Always at the front and wherever
"BATTLE AX" goes it is the
biggest thing in sight. It is as re-
markable for its fine flavor and quality
as for its low price. A 5 cent piece
of " BATTLE AX" is almost as
large as a 10 cent piece of any other
equally good tobacco.
/01$0114414608t4449.4n4i.:444M4g4MAIXolk
now stated positively that the managers
of both Cullom and Morton have agreed
to witiadeaw their men from the Vice
Presidential race in the interest of Ho-
bart of NeweJersey. It now looks as
if the ticket would be McKinley & Ho-
bart.
St. Louis June 18.-2 :3() p. m.-Seua-
tor Teller, of Colorado, tried to get the
convention to give the silver men some
recognition, but, as the loaders were
afraid of losing the gold vette in the
East, it was denied them, and then
Teller and Cannon made good their
threats and walked out of the cenven
eention, followed by a number of their
free silver colleagues, Perulemonium
then reigned. Ohl gray-haired party
leaders, men who had been members of
the tarty since it was founded and been
bosom friends of the men who had with-
drawn from the pin ty were seen to drop
their chins upon their bosoms and shed
tears of regret at haviug to give up these
mem Di view of three scenes some one
arose and imule a inothin to adjourn the
tonvehtion for a few hours, but the mo-
tion was overruled, and the regular bus-
iness was contielled as soon as sufficient
quiet had been restored.
St. Louis, June 18.-2:40-Senator
Lodge has just completed his speech
nominating Reed for the Presidency.
His references to Reed's qualifications
and his reasons why he should be chosen
as the standard-bearer of the party in
the approaching campaign brought
forth frequent and loud applause from
the assembled thousands. Mr. Little-
field, of Maine, now has the floor
seconding the nomination of Mr. Reed.
St. Louis, June 18.--8 e); p. m.-
When Mr. Teller withdrew he Was fol-
lowed out by the entire delegations of
Montana, Idaho, Utah, Colorado, Ne-
vada, and scattering members of delee
Radom' from other States. When Sena-
tor Lodge completed his speech nomi-
nating Mr. Reed there was great ex-
citement again.
St. Louis, June 18-3 :15.-Mr. Chaun-
cey Depew, of New York, takes the
floor and makes a speech nominating
Gov. Morton for the Presidency. Ile
makes a powerful speech and is loudly
applauded. He said on the outside that
if Gov. Morton does not receive the
nomination for the Presidency he would
not take the nominatian for the Viee-
Presidency unless it came to him unalli-
monody.
St. Louis, Jane 18.-3 :21 p. tn.-Sena-
tor-elect Foraker, of Ohio, is now on
the floor nominating McKinley for
President, and he is being loudly cheer-
ed on all sides. Plumes are being
waved, horns being blown, and noises
of every sort are being made.
St. Louis, Jane 18.-3:22 p. in -Dene
otustratioue are now even more pro-
nounced than they were a moment ago.
St. Louis, June Ie.-3:25 p. ni.-
Great majority of the delegates are on
their _feet, cheering, waving handker-
chiefs and plumes.
St. Louis, June PC -3 ;2fl p. ni.-The
demonstrations are again renewed, sad
even more vigorously than at first, so
mach so in fact that Mr. Foraker has
had to pantie in his speech until quiet
can be restored.
St. Louis, June 18-3:30 p.
sun, which has been under a cloud, has
just buret upon the convention hall and
flooded it with its rays,and the audience
is singing ' iaMrehing throughGeorgia."
St. Louis. June 18-2:3.5 it m.-There
if hardly any doubt but that McKinley
will be nominated on the first ballot.
The audience is now singing "The
Battle Cry of Freedom."
St. Louis, Jane 18.-8:37 p. ne-The
cheering is being renewed and the audi•
"MOTHERS'
FRIEND"
Shortens labor, lessens pain,
diminish.. danger to life ofboth mother and child and I  her In condi.ilein more favorable to speedy recovsrYstronger •fter than before eonnnement"
itais a prominent midwife. Is the best remedy
FOR RISING BREAST
Known and worth the price for that alone.LI:domed and recommended to nedeives andail ladies who have used It
Beware of substitutes and inaltations.
Makes Child-Birth Easy.
Sent by Express or mall on receipt of price1111.00 pee bottle. Book "TO MOTHZ2S'Imailed free. containing voluntary imausostaia.
samprulta REGULATOR CO-. trieRTL, GA.
seee BY ALL DatIOG Mara
. aff.... • .26wfwat
eery
ecce has taken up and is singing with a
great deal of vim that lovely song
"America."
- --
St. Louis, June :41 p.
andionee has now taken up "Dixie" for
the benefit of the Southern delegations.
A man wearing a Napoleon hat has
just walked down on top of the report-
ers desk, cheering loudly for McKinley.
St. Louie, June 18.-4 :43.-Conven.
tiou is just beginning to quiet down
sufficiently to enable Mr. Foraker to
proceed with his speech nominating
McKinley.
St. Louis, Orme 18.--it :51 p. pie-Sen-
ator Thurston, of Nebraska, who is the
Chairman of the conventipn, has taken
the floor and is new seconding the nom-
ination of McKinley.
_
et. Louis. June 111.-d p. ne-On
the mention of McKinley's name by
Senator Thurston the cheering became
deafening, and the Senator had to plume
I wait for quiet, which was finally
restored end in a few momenta he com-
pleted his speech, The speeches are all
being made very short as the (*inven-
tion is impatient to begin voting.
St. Louis, June 18.---4 ;04 p. m.-Clov.
Hastings, of Pennsylvenia,who is a can-
didate for the Vice-Preeidential nominee
time has just taken the door and is
nominating Senator Quay, of Penusyl-
vane', for the Presidency.
St. Louis, June lie-4 :16 p. nt.-Goy.
Hastings has just completed his speech
nominating Senator Quay, and it caus-
ed considerable demonstrations.
St. Louis, Jane 18.-4 :24 p. m.-Dent-
etistration over Nomination of Ssnator
Quay continues-the Pennsylvania dele-
gation leading ie.
St. LOUIS, June 18.-4 :30 p. -South
Carolina seconds the nomination of Mc-
Kinley, and the cheering for McKinley
is renewed to offset that for einay.
St. Louis, June 18.-4:37-Roll of
States ordered called for votes for Presi-
dent.
Alabama casts I vote for Morton, 2
for Reed and 19 for McKinley.
California votes 18 for McKinley.
Colorado called, but as delegates were
all fret. silver men they had left conven-
tion, and no one responded.
St. Louie, Julio 1, -& :38.-The vote
now stands: McKieley, 96; Reed, 9;
Morton, ; Quay, 2.
St. Louis, June 18.-5 p. nn.-Flori-
da's vote challenged as was also that of
Georgia and Alabama and in each case
a roll-call was ordered.
The vote of Illinois was also chal-
lenged.
The Idaho delegates haying all lt.ft
the house, there was no one to cast the
vote of that State.
Down to and including Kentucky the
vote stands: McKinley, 216; Reed, 9;
Morton, 1; Allison, 26; Quay, 2.
St. Louis, June 18.-5:20 p. in.-Mc-
Kinley nominated at 5:17, receiving
48712 votos.
1150 LIVES LOST.
ISTPCIAL TO NEW ERA.)
New York, June I7.-A London press
cablegram says that meagre reports
have been received in that city in re-
gard to the sinking of the British
steamer Drummond, which went down
off the coast of France. There were
lives lost.
KENTUCKY REPUBLICANS.
(seectee TO NEW ERA.]
St. Louis, June 16.-The Kentucky
delegation at St. Louis elected W.
Godfrey Hunter for Vice President of
the convention; W. J. Deboe, chair-
man of the delegation; L. P. Tarlton,
member of the Committee on Perma-
nent Organization; J. H. Happy,
member of the Committee on Creden-
Oahe Leslie Combs, member of the
Committee all Resolutions.
YERKES ELECTED.
(SPECIAL TO NEW IRA
St. Louis' June 16.-John W. N'tekes
was elected National Cominitteeman
from Kentucky over Dr. W. Godfrt y
Hunter by a vote of 18 to S.
OVER A THOUSAND KILLED.
ISPCCIAL TO NEW ERA I
New York, June I7.-A preen cable-
gram from Loudon says that a dispatch
has jest been received in that city giving
an account of terrible loss of life
caused by an earthquake in Japan.
Yokohama, the capital ,of the Japanese
Empire, was badly damaged, and
several small towns were entirely des-
troyed. More than a thousand lives
are known to have been lost.
Publication.
There is a heap f talk in the air
about E. T. Franks, the young man who
is the RePUblirlill candidate for Congress
from this district. Yenderday, the
NEW ERA stated that a great many Re-
publicans through the district would not
vote for Franks and that he would
probubly be asked to get off the track.
A dispatch to the Post, sent yesterday
afternoon from Hawesville, says:
"Distriet Chairman Vance says E. T. I
Franke mute withdrew from the Con-1
gretssional rit-e and that G. W. Jolly, !
the Owensboro lawyer, will I e given the I
nomination."
"The ,District Chairman made this
statemee to The Evening Poet in an
interview to-day."
Broker Boni's' Report.
Editor of New ER '.Since last re-
port the market has been rather varied
and irregular. At times the market has
Is-en strong and firm, while at other
times dull, sluggish and apparently no
demand only for something good and
The general trend of the mar-
ket has been to lower values and to
some extent ham done so, tepecially on
the low and common grades. Appar-
ently there *Wins no demand only at
very low prices, and the supentbuud-
mice of low and common grutite iu she
offerings and crop rather discourngee
planters and lookers-on at the prices
paid. So long as planters grow stud
make cow:at/it stuff they need expect
nothing but low prices. With five
years supply for the world on hand al-
ready there is no encouragement for in-
vestors to put their money in tobacco as
an iuvestinent when another two-year
supply has been pleeted for peel crop.
Look out for low prices still next year.
Common  „ .$1 00 to $1 80
Medium  I 50 to 25.0
Good   3 50 to 350
Flee   I • • • 1 I  350 5.00
1-11sr.
Common ,  . .$3 00 to $5 00
Medium  5 00 to 800
Good   8 00 to 10 00
Fine  10 00 to 15 00
Years truly,
M. D. Boei.es, Broker.
The National Derby.
On to-morrow the famous Nation-
al Derby will be run at St. Louis, with
a guarantee value of $25,000, of which
V510110 goes IP the winhsr, Sli,500 to the
second hones, and $1,h00 to the third,
$1,000 to the fourth. The route is the
regulation Derby distant*, aud it costs
WO tops to the posts in the clause,
event. Originally the National Derby
was to have been run at Harlem, but
the suppressing of the racing in Chicago
last season caused it to be transferred to
St. Louis. All the great two-year-olds
pf last season, with the exception of
Requital, are named for this event.
Aniong them are Ben Brusb, winner pf
the Kentucky derby; Prince Lief, win-
ner of the Oakley derby; Loki, the Ten-
pongee derby wineer:Crecendo, the Cal-
ifpreie polt i Ben Fder, Ramiro
Lasalle, Dau tlartile, tiarborossa and
Captive.
The 'Teachers Should Attend.
Every Christian coutity teacher wlet
can should at the annual meeting
of the Kentneky Edueetional eessocia-
tion which meets at Newport. Ky., from
June 23 to June 25 inclusive. Exten-
sive preparation for the eetertainment
of the teachers hits been made, and a
Pnerrinn of great merit has been ar-
ranged. Many prominent educators
from all parts of the United States will
be present and address the convention.
A pleasant feature a ill be all ceetirsion
to Cincinnati.
Among the principal places of interest
that will be seen Ludlow Lagoons, Che .
ter Park, Zoological Gardens, Burnet
Woods, Eden Park, and Fort Thomas,
all reached by street care from Govern-
ment Sqaare, Cincinnati, and Coney
Island, reached by boat from the foot of
Vine Strt•et, Cincinnati,
Postponed Until Monday.
The Christian Endeavor Local Union
business, Paducah echo and Washing-
ton anticipation meeting. which was
announced for to-morrow night, has
been postponed till next Monday night.
The program which is now being ar-
ranged and which will be published
later, will prove interesting to every-
one. Any information concerning the
Washington trip can be obtained upon
application to the local manager, Mr.
W. S. Halo.
New Wheat Comes Ia.
New wheat began to come in Mon-
day, at Hufltuan's mill, on East Ninth
street, and is continuing to arrive there
Monday. Mr. Gum Adams, who lives
about three miles out on the Palmyra
n ii, was the first fanner who began to
deliver his 1896 crop at this mill. Mr.
Huffman says he will have new flour on
market in a few days.
Money to loan at fle, interest. On
good farms first mortgage at not exceed-
ing 40%. 52.000 and upwards. Inter-




WWith a better understanding of theI' transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before preeer ef-
forts-genii.' etforts-pleasaut efforte -
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge. that so many forms or
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs. prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of families. and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its benefIcial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy whIch promotes iaterrial
cleanliness *about debilitating tile
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when 3 on pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
cle, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoymentt of geed health.
and the system Is reguler, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afilicteeewIth ant? Retied disease. one
may be commended to the most skill:u1
physicians. but If In need of a laxative
one should have tne beat, and with thi-
well-Informed everyweere. St nip of
Figs stands highest and it most largely
need &titivate most art:acrid autiefaction.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
f'f IR JUINIE TRE COrlif Of' eereees.
We are authorized to announce
W.S.BISHOP,
of Paducah, MeCrecken matey, as a rail
delete for Judge of the Court of Appeals
for this, the First, Appellate District,
subject to the action of the Democratic
party. Election in November, 181e.
CONORENN.
We are authorized to announce
DR. JOHN D. CLARDY,
Of Chrheian eonnty, as a entididate for
re-election to Congrese for the the Sec-
ond Conereseioi i I District of Kentucky
-subject to the a. eon of the te tnoemtic




I The simple Dino-
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/N.14V •hould Bemire's Nervousness
1-Os 111 , taken as
directed. Ad to benefit Impure Bloodany person suffering
with Dyspepeis.Malsria, COustipatiOn.
1.1111111MM FraIeT Kidneyand Liver Troubles. Bit- Etc., Etc.loneness, Fem•le In-
firriiitien, Impure Blood, Read theWeak tem, Net a•c. u a
Troubles. Headache ur Guarantee,pieur•Igia.
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Snit " a 6.1453.nst'ILIGIO
of cod-liver oil presents a
perfect 1._; ;c1-palatable,
easy oi Z'rrtilaticni. and
an appetizer; these are
everyt mg to thDse who
ar2 losing flesh and
strength. The et-m.0;01a.
tion of pure cod-;iver oil,
tile greatest of ail fat pro-
ducing food.3, with ilypo-
phos-phites, provides a re-
markable agent for Qui k
Flesh Buildin; in all ail-
ments that are associated
whit loss of flesh.
Potesr•A5. f&c.f t 1 now... a"...`111101110
ails Sot, 5o4 t.yu.i tintsgima
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For spring should look neat and
pretty. We do the FINEST
PAINTING, GRA1NIG, GLASS
GILDING, HA ItD- WOOD FIN-
ISHING, and FRESCOING. We
Responsible
And guarantee our work. Writ-'
or call on us for estimates on all
work.
Girard &Ricker,
Tolepleme orders to L. L. Elgin'
irtur store
•-• sc
Farmers, e Old Reliable
Homestead,
Fertilizer
for your Spring crape. High Grade
Best Quality. Seel for fret. pamph It




For sale by FOR Brati & Ban.
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lot straw !Limpet+, worth 15 to ..acia. Relot ' sailors, loisiek and hlte - »ifhot " 6 lieI lot " 1s4e style trimmed as
All trimmed Sailors end Shapes nt AeidaiCoet.---110 to 141% loner It him others ask.
nee prices in onr attains%
1 lot tntnnts Tan ahospl ?dace 3 to 5 9t5cChildren'. "hoer "Si' VA. Ste a. pair.
!k1„1-"e• ,do. ea, its, vs,1 so Iao g. Houdin shoes ne_tee LIU 1.19I 101 10 2,4.1 is pair.
11,111‘, OW** LongresS. *1 (11 a pair.
LW,. VAR%
" 'TOW h Pick shoe, Lace and $1.25Rubber Bottom lAwn Tenets oxfords35e it pair
" Regular V 00 any style V.00 and11219 a pi.lr,
" Teo shoos :ffeetlle toe fit.49 a pair,
$5.un l`ntent bessiliar shoes in.410 "
1411 I ItT *•AISTti






Drop in tonly more and I will at ou money in
ncy and Staple Dress Goods,







Ind every finetif troo is to he h ,41 1:1 a tirst-chwo dry goo 14
e.en be fouffd at lowest prices at
T. M. JONES'.
W eiole out a' WHOLESALE COST all my
sw-iftg and summer wool Dreoa ljeocht, all at . 1111'.-L Waiia
an I al! my 1i-tidies' M:PgeR and Chi'd,.ert's Sh *8 and
Siippers. Vs June 10.h, 1396.
Words are but Wind,
"Ads" ftlYil
Goods Never Lie.
(A Few Pikes for this Week Everything as Advertised.)
1.nnrtr"
IA es repro • -
It' everythin ifft 11 7 cuct
a mum a ur.
I Shirt waist Lowed rt.() - rec
hit " esst.e.illors a orth 77e insI lot " Peer-ale worthI lot " " " Crepon nun duitttywo; h
muleb-y shirt waist sena reduln. SI.21
•• u.s. Slant
1.ndIffm whlte lawn shirt assist.- roguing
price sem but worth WM choice tor to.
Pt,-.- them 111 r show window.
MENst 101.•RNIsMINCIA
Mena Suspenders iv a pair.
Belts iii' to MC rach
Cause Under ahlrlii file
"Sp...Misr' I lot miens Orenutnit ImportedSr itaihriligran I' odor shirts and drawl'sworth The only Arae si gni-wont.
Mens iarwn Ties se Dozen.
•• Club Ties lie I for
• Linen Collars *-
Cuffs loe n pair.
• Colored Leandried shirts Le, Ale Me75ie dee each.
1 lot l'nliiiindried 'work shirts tie.
1 lot Is.undried White shirts me.
tienutne New York Mills McGinn wliftsshirts wurth 71iir for ilk'.
?Lc







Mai n street, I ext door to Kentuckian office.
A full lin of paaple and fancy groceres Pay hIgh, Pt
market pt' for country produce. Free delivery at all
,,ours to any part of the city. Telephone 91 .
*.;70-irre.x..., P---i- -A: - •,,7-..," •
i•-.1.
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Lircs.ry, Fe & -ale
table!
Cor Seventh and Virginia Ste.
K y




1May ht and ‘2(.1.
Owice line of pattern hats
will be ishown which will com-
pare and equal anything shown





1J:a one of the exquisitely-fitting snits
/Lek by
CLARK
and seeking them to order one just like
it. is the experience of nanny a roan in
11,.p1ativiilo Tin y are S0 Illade
Mi beautifully finished and bear such an
undefined stamp of style that the well-
best gentleman turns to them in secur-
ity to tit them out in a becoming man-
ner.

















Reeisivi,d at the pontotitee In Hopkins% Ille
es 1104ontl-43106el mall matter. Several
.Gpim REAPER'S VISITS
Friday, June 19, 1896
COURT DIRECTORY.
Cnteurr Corny-First Monday in June
and foarth Monday in February and Sep
Somber.
Sa-AirreaLr COART-Seeond Monday
in Jeuraiwy, April. July and October.
Els(' AL 00CRT-First Tuesday in Apri
and October.





Mr. R. B. Lloyd, of Pembroke, WtiS
here this week.
Mr. B B. Ric.e. of Kirkmansville, was
In town Tuesday.
Dr. and Mrs. T. P. Allen. of Ehno,
were here Tuesday.
Mr. Lee Watkins, a young Gracey
farmer is in the city.
Dr. T. 13. Rudd, of Louisville, is the
guest of Dr. Bently.
Mists Mary McPherson is visiting rela-
tives in Maiiisonville.
Mrs. Will Davison and two children
are visiting relatives in Iowa.
Mr. and Mrs. Beeler Mason, of Adair-
vile, are visiting in the city.
Mies Ora Barrow, of Bowling Green,
is visiting relatives in the city.
Mr. James Feacaster, of Eddy-rile, is
visiting Mr. J. W. McPherson.
Mies Roxie Reeves, of Elkton, is visit-
ing Miss Byars. on West Seventh street.
Miss Maud Moxie, of Fairview, is vis-
iting her uncle. Mx. J. T. Smith, of this
city.
Mrs. John Johnson and Mimi Annie
Johnson, of Fairview, are visiting in the
city.
Mrs. Jno. C. Latham and Mrs. Vir-
ginia Latham left last night for New
York.
Miss Brizendine, of Russellville, is
visiting the Misses Settle, on Ninth
street.
Mies Lizzie White, of Julien, is visit-
ing Mrs. W. H. White and Mrs. F. M
Girand.
Miss lira Cayce, who has been visiting
relatives in the city, has returned to her
aome near Beverly.
Mesdames L. II. Davie and H. K.
Dolton have returned from a visit to
friends in Springfield.
Messrs. J. B. and Major White, of
Paducah, are visiting their sister, Mrs.
W. B. Tucker, near the city.
Miss Madeline Baylor, a charming
young lady from Texas ill visiting her
sister Mrs. Henry Abernathy on South
Virginia street.
Mrs. Sam Fox and son, Lewis, of
Fort Worth, Texas. are in the city and
have taken rooms with Mr. and Mrs. A.
W. Pyle, on South Main street.
Mrs, Carrie Thomas, of Marion, has
retie to Pembroke, where she will take
utia.rge of a large music class.
Mrs. W. S. Davidson will leave next
week for Iowa where she will remain
during the rest of the summer.
Miss EMIR& Myers has gone to Evans-
ville, Ind., to attend the wedding of a
young lady friend. She will remain in
Evansville for several weeks visiting
friends.
Mr J. Melecexie Moss and wife, of
Bowling Green. were here Saturday
visiting Mr. J. E. McKenzie and Mrs
F M. Girand. They have gone to Ben
nettstoavn to visit relatives.
RATTERS IN V ARIE TY.
Bleckner & Owsley real estate and in-
egrance.
WAN'IM)--Poeition for bright boy
ege 15. Address, P. 0. Box No. 506.
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
City Bank. May 13 '96
W. H, ()Ivey. the jeweler. has moved
from Thompson & Meador to Arm-
mead's dreg store.
Always in wawa, Hopkins' Steamed
Hominy (Hulled Corn). Elegant tench
In milk. Qt. can, 10c.
Cleaning and repairing by Fowright
the tailor anti cutter. Pants made from
$$.50 to $15.00. Suits from $12 to $60,00.
Seventh street opposite New Era.
For billiousness, to regulate the
bowels and cure a torpid liver, use
Lightning Vegetable Liver Pills. 25 per
box at druggest
Taken in time Hood's Sarsaparilla
prevents serious illness by keeping the
blood pure and all the organs in a
healthy condition.
T F. Collins handles the best Oak
Hill and Providence coat Give it a trial
Office corner 13th and R. R. Streets.
Feb 1 W. 4 M.
Go to the Shooting Gallery under
Holland's Opera House. for fan, recrea-
tion ank profit. Handsome prizes giv-
en away every week. wit
STRAYED-From the Crabtree farm
on the Clarksville pike on Jane 17th,
I'96, one sorrel horse about - 17 hands
high, 6 years old, hock on right hind leg
a little enlarged. Any information
leading to his whereaboutesor any one
returning the horse to Renshaw & SOLI'S
livery stable, Hopkinsvillee Ky., will be
liberally rewarded. Respectfully,
Jane 18, '96 J. M. RessitAw & SON.
On Tursday June 14th, the Critten-
den Springs Hotel, located at Critten-
den Springs near Marion, Ky on Ohio
Talley Ry.. was opened by Messrs. M.
C. Thurman & Sons for the @emote
These gentlemen are veteran caterers,
and the Hotel under their magagement
will be all that can be desired. Special
low rate tickets to Crittenden Springs
and return will be on sale at principal
Ticket offices of Ohio Valley Ry.,
during the Beason.
In the confusion at the close of the
Bivouac dinner some mistakes mewed.
Ladies finding stray articles in their
baskets will kindly return to Mrs
Hunter Wood, w h re owners may recover
them. Among the articles keit, atten-
tion is especially called to a shawl, a
tin cake box and a glass salad bowl. It
is embarrassing to the ladies in charge
from the fact tnat many of the articles
mewing, belong to persons not connected
with the association, anti only in comp-
liment sent baskets of provisions.
The Drummer Wanted to Knew.
A good story, furnished the New ERA
by a friend, is told of Rt. Rev. T. U.
Dudley, Episcopal Bishop of the diocese
of Kentucky. A drummer mistook him
for another commercial tourist, and
asked him if he represented a promi-
nent or large hones.
"Largest on earth,- replied the thith-
er-
What's the name of the firm?" quer-
lea the drummer.
"Lord & Church," replied the imper-
limrbable Bishop.
"H'm. Lord & Church? Never heard
Of It. Got branch houses anywhere?"
"yen branch houses all over the
'World."
**That's queer. Never heard of 'em.




"Oh, dry geode I suppose?"
Well." said the Bishop, "aomee uoSions.''
Ilig t, seemed mach bettet. He was
tak i suddenly worse and passed away
afte suffering greatly eleVen hears.
The death was caused by a hemorrhage
of t e bowels. i
Mir. Tobin was a man of lihnor and
iiitegrity and enjoyed the ' Confidence
and; respect of the comintutity. His
habks were exemplary and he was an
infitrential citizen, a good friend, a kind
and (loving husband and father.
He was born in Ireland Ofty-seven
year ago and came to th- country
whet' he was a boy. He fire& tied in
Cindinnati where he learned It e tailor's
trade. His was married in i 7ewport.
He . moved to Louisville .filierts he
wor ed at the trade for seve#1 years,
and then went to Elkton. He opened
up a shop in that town and conducted
it f several years. Fourteen years
ago he came to Hopkinseille and has
since lived here. By strict honesty and
fair dealing he built an exeellent trade
and the merchant-tailoring . establish-
ment of N. Tobin & Co., is! favorebly
knoern all over this section of the State.
He left a widow and four children.
One IA his sons, Mr. Jerry Tobin, is a
part er in a large tailoring, house in
Ns ville. The deceased's oldeet dangh-
ter, itee Ida, about seventeen years old,
is criltically ill.
MM. Sarah Hodge, of INashville,
Tend., died in this city, Tuesday. She
was the mother of Mrs. J. P. Roper.
Duri g the first part of last Week, Mrs.
Reis s father, who lived in :Nashville,
died.land the widow came to this city to
remain a few weeks visiting Mrs. Roper.
She as taken sick shortly after arriv-
ing i the city and for three days prior
to h death had been in a precarious
condition. Her son, Mr. Jess Hodge,
was tunmoned and came to Hopkins-ra
vile From Nashville Ttesday on the
8:45 in. Mlle Hodge died a few
minneee after he reached her bed-side.
The news reached this city ,Tuesday
that the Rey. Robe McCowalsi who is
widely related here had died the night
before at Trenton. at the ripe age of 70,
says the Bowling Green Advorite. He
was 010 01.1014 superannuated preacher
n the Louisville Conference and eras A
patrierch of his church.
In he early history of Methodism in
his section he was a must popular pio
neer divine and his services in the great
cause of religion have worked splendid
resnlr throughout the conference.
Th venerable Man is well-known in
his ty and the news of his death will
be ived by his entire chereh witn
adn 1
! 1
Mni. Ella Bagby, wife of Mr.! Joseph
F. B by, a prominent farmer of this1
corm , died this week at her home
near 'oah Springs, in the Garrettabarg
neigl+orhood.
Sev-
eral weeks ago she suffered from an at-
Shhad been siek for some time. 
tack df measles, and later on had pneu-
monie. She was an excellent woman
and aigood Christian, and her death is
deeply deplored bv all who were ac-
quainted with her. She was forty-one
ye ars old.
The interment took place Tuesday The members of Co. D., of this city,
aftenloon at theG'riffith burying ground, will be glad to learn that though the
a 1 number of friends and, relatives Governor has rescinded the order for anaria
being preseut. encampment of the State Guard this
year there is said to be a fair chance of
an outing yet. An official high in the
service gives it as his opinion that ar-
rangements will yet be made to carry
out the provisions of the original order,
by pitching camp at Mammoth Cave
July 11. The Governor's only reason
for declaring the camp off was a lack of
funds, and it is believed that this diffi-
culty can be avoided. Some of the offi-
cials of the State Guard have been di.
vising schemes for holding a camp, and
as soon as Gov. Bradley returns from
St. Louis they will have a consultation
with him. It is expected then that a
final announcement will be made.
-
•
Will Landes Hold On?
It is believed among not a few of
those about the State House and the
Court that the Court of Appeals may
follow up Saturday's decisions with one
which will, in a measure, reverse the
- McCullough-Shelley case, and which
will hold that the Mayor of Louisville
and the Judge of the First Appellate
district cannot be constitutionally
elected at the same election at which
Congressmen are elected. Such a de-
cision would have the effect of allowing
Mayor Todd and Judge Laud.* to hold
for another year from next November.
What authority or reason, if any, there
is for believing this is not known. It
may be idle gossip, and it may be a
straight "tip."-Frankfort Capital.
Aclording to a celebrated atuitomist
here are upwards of 5,000,000 little
glandh in the human stomach. These
glandh pour out the digestive juices
which dissolve or digest the food. In-
ligesiion is want of juice, weakness of
glen* need of help to restore the
health of these organs. The best and
most leataral health is that given by
Shaker Digestive Cordial. Natural, be-
causelit supplies the materials needed
by the glands to prepare the digestive
nice* Because it strengthens and in-
vigorates the glands and the otomach,
until they are able to do their work
alone Shaker Digestive Cordial cures
ndigtetion certainly and permanently.
It dos so by natural means, and there-
in li the secret of its wonderful and
anv 'ed success.
At ggists, price 10 cents to $1 00
per tle.
BS. A. C. DIDDLE DEAD.
11 A. C. Biddle, wife of for. A. C.
Biddie, formerly Pastor of the Cumber-
land resbyterian church of this city,
died last Friday. She had been iu
ill-hehlth for several months, and the
end Nehich was extremely sad, was not
nn d.
Mr. Biddle was a good woman, anti
all w o knew her loved her for her ad-
mirable qualities of mind and heart.
She leas a life-long and consecrated
tChri len and had done noble service
for t e cause of Christianity.






may in INrit, and was married to
Biddle about 12 years o. She
six children, a husband and a
1 friends and relai iven to mourn
Will Teach In Clinton.











schodl and people are to be congratulat-
ed oil securing her valuable services
Death of an Infant.
A infant child ot Mr. and , Mrs. G






Amanda Owens C14.133‘ That her AS-
1 Sections have been Trifled With by
Prominent People Ware Mewed N. W.Rirkpatrick.
Down This Weeki
The Fel/olds have filed a breach of
promise suit for Amanda Owens, who
states in her petition that by reason of
MR. NICK TOBIN DEAD. the failure of N. W. Kirkpatrick to car-
' ry out a promise of marriage made tol
her her feelings have been damaged tol
such an extent that it will take ten
thousand dollars of his money to soothe
them.
The plaintiff says that between nine
and ten years ego she became acquaint-
eel with N. W. Kirkpatrick, and that
there sprung up between them a friend.
r. Nieholas Tobin, the WO-known ship which soon ripened into love, and
haw-tailor, die 1 Wedni y more- that at his request she became engageti
abo t seven o'clock. He ha been sick to hive but that as she was lose than
lessehan two weeks, but esth wts sixteen years of age she thought she did
not Unexpected. Saturday is Pli-Fsie not have sullivient education to enable
ciaris came to the enneltiSiOIS that he her to diacharge properly the ninny tin-
not recover, but he rallied and all ties of a wife, so it was decideerthat she
day-Tuesday, up to eight 0 *lock that should attend school for a year, and that many friends, Miss Lillian Lewis, who
the marriage should occur at the end of has had charge of the school at Col.
that time, but when the time arrived S. J. Lowry's returned to her home in
Tip Top, Ky., this morning. And shethe defendant wanted her to continue at
school longer, which she did. She did not leave Howell alone.







claims that several different dates have Massrs. W. E. and 0, W. Einbry, F.
been set for the mrrriage, but that each M. Quarles and D. M. Burnett, attend d
time the defendant has made some ex- the tobacco sale* in Hopkiusville to-day.
case and pestponed the matter, always Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Evans, of Trenton,
claiming that he still loVed her and visited friends here last week.
would marry her at some couvenient ediee Mary E. Fox left on the 4th mat,
time. She says that. not until the pres- to visit Miss. Nina Woodford, of Clark
ent year did he. tell her that he did la t
intend to marry her at all. She states
tint she has always been widing to and
has on divers and sundry occasions of-
fered to carry out her part of the con-
tract, that she has avoided the cons
rany of other men at his request and
that she has so shaped her life as to fit
her to become the defendant's wife, and
that it is through no fault of her'm that
the marriage has not taken place. She
says that her feelings have been greatly
hurt. that her mental worry over the
defendant's failure to carry out the con-
tract has bet n great, and that she
thinks she has been damaged to the ex-
tent of $10,000, and prays for judgment
in that RUM.
The defendant has not yet filed his
answer to the suit, but he will deny
that the plaintiff is entitled to any dam-
ages from him.
This snit has created conxiticrable stir
in high colored sweet,- where loth par-
ties have for some years figured as lead'
era. Kirkpatrick, the defendant, is a
brother-in-law of Peter Pot tell, the
wealthy colored grocer. He has for
several years . onducted a saloon on
Sixth street, and he is said to have ac-
cumulated quite a nice little fortune.
STRENGTH AND ACTIVITY SHOWN.
No Change to Report in Values of Lugs
Or Common Leaf.
The following report is furnished to
the New Era by Glover & Durrett, Lou-
isville Tobacco Warehonee:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 3,647 htele, with re-
eeipts for the same period aes2,1
Sales on our market since Jauuary 1st
amount to 82.947 Mids. Sales of the
crop of Dale on our market to this date
amount to 79,034 hints.
The sales on our market this week
included 1046 Mids. of dark tobacco
The market shows a little  more-strength
and activity for the good grades of leaf
in perfect condition, but there is no
change to report in values either fur
lugs or the common or non-descript leaf.
The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our market for dark tobacco le95
crop:
Trash  $1 00 to $1 25
Common to medium lugs 1 00 to 1 50
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 2 00 to 3 50
Common leaf .   2 50 to 3 50
Medium to good leaf  3 50 to 500
Leaf of extra length  5 00 to 700
Wrappery styles  7 00 to 800
-•-•• •
FAIR CHANCE FOR AN OUTING.
Arrangements Nay Be Made For the
Encampment to Be Held.
Jan. IS, 1805.
The New Turnpike Law.
The following is a new law regulating
unipike tolls which will take effect
June 17, -The managers of any
turnpike, gravel or plunk road shall per-
mit niinistt ra if the I eepel to Travvl
the road without p lying toll, when on
ministerial duty, and shall charge no
toll against scholars going to and from
school, or persons going to and from any
place ef religious worship, or fitheral
procession going to and from place of
burial; but if any other persons than
n.eaolars go nit to and from school, and
charge of the sixth geode in tl e I
the driver occupy a vehicle, full toll
insville Public Schools, has weal t- s tall be charged and collected from such
tittering offer to teach its the Col- vehicie.„
t Clinton, Ky., and macti to the
of the trustees and cillitens will This testimOitial is uneolicited and
. an applicant for re-election at the for the benefit of humanity. My dangli-
ng of the local school' board to- ter has been subject to severe colds and
Miss Rust is one of the bright- croup and often taken with violeht
nng ladies and most efficient in- mughing spells at night. Dr.Bell's Pine
firs in this section and the Clinton Tar Honey is the only preparation I have
found that will relieve her.1 think it is
as necessary in the household as a life





Will Camp a Week.
Chaperoned by Mr. and Mrs. Georg
C. Long, the following parts- went
Tuesday to Pee Dee, where they wil
spend a week camping:
Misses; Nettie, Lizzie and Nannie
Long, Mary Flack, Deasy Wood; Messrs.
Clifton Long, Stanley Long, Jim Young,
Dan Young, Clifton Walton, Joe Gant,
and Ellis McKee.
Have Gone to St. Louis.
Only three Hopkinsville men went to
St. Louis for the purpose of attending
the Republican convention. They are
Mr. John P. Protute, Maj. S. R. Crum-
bangh and Hon. C. M. Brown. It i
doubtful that any of them will figure as
pmminently and be as important in the
A putt Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free
call boas faunonia, Alum or any tithes adulterant. !National convention 
as they are here in




MOST PERI•EC f MADE.
county.
Miss Edna Shropshire, of Bellview,
who was the charming guest of her sis-
ter, Mm. Jim Cayce, last smnmer, we
are glad to know, is expected to visit
her again soon.
Miss Ruth McCarron, a most charming
young lady of Ft. Worth, Texas, is vis-
iting Miss Fannie Boyd this week.
Mr. E. A. Wilson, the popular R. R.
agent at this place, went to Clarksville
to-day on business, "so he said."
Miss Hallie D. King is visiting her
aunt at Madisonville. She will be gone
several weeks.
Miss Bertha Barrow, after a pleasant
visit to friends in this and the Oak
Grove neighborhood, returned to hex
home in Owensboro this wevit.
Rev. Gordon, of Adams Station,Tente
filled the pulpit of Olivet Church Sun-
day night.
The farmers having finished cutting
wheat are anxious to begin threshing,
but yesterday's rain will delay them for
awhile.
PARAORAPDS ABOUT PON.
Pon, Ky., June 18.-Miss Etta West,
who has been attending school at the S
K. C., returned home last week.
There will be a moonlight social at
Mr. G. W. Clark's Saturday night, giv-
en in honor of Misses Emma Southall
and May Robinson,
Rev. W. H. Moore, pastor of the
Christian Church here, failed to fill his
appointment Sunday, *Hama being the
cease.
Miami Hattie Clark's school will farm.
Friday. She will teach the public
school this fall et Bluff Spring.
The musical entertainment at Mr. T.
Walker's Thursday night, given in
honor of their guest, Miss Effie Long, of
Madisonville, wax largely attended all(1
greatly enjoyed by all present.
Mrs. Ella Walker will teach the pub
lie school at this place.
The boys seem to be more plentiful in
this neighborhood since the adjourn-
ment of the grand jury.
Miss Emma Southall was called home
last week to visit the bedside of her
dying brother. She has returned
and again resumed her work of teach-
ing music. She is an excellent teacher
and has quite a large class here.
Mr. J. W. Wicks, who is doing busi-
ness for Ragsdale & Cooper was here
this week.
l Prof. H. L. Holt, of Cadiz, spent Sat-
urday and Sunday here.
Every time we see anybody coming in
a hurry we know who it is. A school
teacher whose mother or grandmother
is sure to be related to the trustees.
Mrs. Minerva Fruit and Mist; Dee
Foster w ei in the city shopping last
Monday.
On last Tuesday night the young peo-
ple met at the hospitable home of Mr.
and Mrs. N. 0. King, where they had
been invited to attend a moonlight so-
cial. Music was furnished by Miss
Southall and Mr. Sam White. The
yard was beautifully lighted by Japa-
nese lanterns, and from every part
could be heard the soft peals of laugh-
ter which Mc-heated that everyone we
spending some very pleasant momente•
Among those present were: Misses
Mina and Hattie Wood, Effie Long,
Emma Southall, May Robinson, Carrie
and Eva Underwood, Hattie. Kate and
Manic Clark, Herdic() and Bertha King,
Messrs. Sam and G. White, Henry
King, Odie Davis, Willie Wilkins, Jim
Courtney, Frank Fuller, Ulys Goode,
Charley Lindsay, Alvis Arvin, Tom and
Dave West. MARION.
Conccrd Culling..
Concord, Ky., Jane 17.-Rev. P. E.
Herndon filled his appointment at this
place Sunday.
Mies Kate Clark, of Pon, visited
friends in this neighborhood last Fri-
day.
Mr. Willie Davis gave the young peo-
ple of this neighborhood a lawn party
last Thurwlay night.
Rev. Alex McCord, who has been at
tending school at Rumsellville, has re-
turned home.
Mr. Janus Johnson and family, of
Hopkinnville, spent Saturday and Sun-
day in this neighborhood.
What ham become of the love-sick
couple that Wart buggy riding Saturday
ev ? We advise them to take fishim g
hooks in large doses.
Miss Addie Minor spent Saturday anti
Sanday with her brother, Mr. John
Minor.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Mayton were the
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
•C. Davis, Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Fanny Manistmng, of Mt. Zoar,
spent last week with her sister, Mrs.
George Golay.
Miss Lizzie Ones, of Brick Church
neighboremod, spent last Thursday with
Miss Maggie Golay.




Reported By the Louievilb Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Steekeards.








I5 heir filerni as an external remedy for
Pains, aprains, Cuts, Scratches and Braises
and all like accidental allinenst.
CARRY A BOTTLE ALONG.
You'll had it rd particular use when Gripes,
Pains in the Stureach come an-nollni
better for Cramps or Choler* Morbus.




What Pon People Are Daing This Week -A
leeer Fro:n Concord.
HAPPEN! s; 1:-; AT DOWELL.
HO A-ell, Ky., J nue 18. -Esq. Frazier
is holding court In re.to-day.
Mrs. V. D. Fox and we Lewis, of
Forth Worth, Te x a , visitir g
relatives near Howell this week.
Very much to the regret of her
'Thef 1 da
of tnixee stuff. The ruserket ahoisl
more activity than for some days past.
; and under fairly good local butchers de-
mend thi supply mold readily. Greatest
inquiry as for nice light butchers cat-
tle.. Hulls and lunch cows continued
dull. Pi Ices were firm without change
in yester'ay's figures. Good clearance
Was 11144
Calves -The supply of calves was
large an.' mewed slowly in slack demand
from local butchers. No change in
prices w: s reported.
i etre sillt•ping  '  7oritate
Eight slit Ault  AN% S ti5
Hest lititoiters   X we $10
Fair to gd butchers :1 26
llllll 114.11 ta tned loin butchers 2 otegl 2 Zio
TI is r h steers or coos
BEFOREi'd get relieffrom a most hor-
rible blood dis-
ease! had spent hundreds of dollars
trying various remedies and physi-
cians, none of which did me any
'good. My finger nails came off and
hairycame out, leaving me sp., . ...
perfectly bald. I then went to
HOT SPRINGS
Hoping to te cured by this celebrated
treatment, but very soon became disgusted
and decided to try S.S.S. The eff.ct was
truqr wonderful. I commenced to recover
at once, and after I had taken twave hot.'










1 1650 rings had failed,
m. 8. Leers's,ticaid to extra oxen  
nod scalawags  




N'ent eslv A   2 mos :175
Choice cows  is 11010.710
Fall* to go: it nialch cows 12 01,114211
Hogs.-- rhe receipts f hogs were
light and of good quality, tinder fa-
vorable reports from other points and
good shipping and local buying the. mar-
ket opened and continued active. Sales
were quick, all grades being in request,
though good, light hogs were, perheps,
most desired. Prices advanced Sc over
yesterday's close. The pens were clear-
ed early tied the market closed steady.
Choice packing and butchers, 2 25
3 WM $ (43 95
Fair to goo,' pecking. ISO to 5 th 3 2:41.3 tit
Good to extra light, Pio to licie 3 :luta 3.1
Fat shoats, 120 to 17$, (4,3 Ili
hut shouts. ItIO to 120 tb ll . . :Imr:1
Itough4, bit to 4.5) lb   2 ;MOW to
Sheep and Lambs.-The run of sheep
and lambs was light and consisted most-
ly of mixed grades of lambs. There
was a strongehipping demand for the
few good Iambs-on the market and they
sold readily a.-eati 25, wuile a few choice
lots brought * 50. No other change in
prices was reported. Top sheep were in
request, Is t poor stuff of all kinds was
dull and much of it unsold at the close.
(mod to extra shipping sheep  $2 44(5210
Fair to good ..... 2 Inot2ee
Common to medium  I 50'42 III
Bucks   1 75152735
Extra tenths  moI is
Fair to good ... 44.55g4 bo
Common to mcdiurn butchers
lambs  a IOW is
Tail ends or culls   I 05542 ii
BREATHITT SAYS NIT.
He States I at He Will Not Make the Race
for Congress.
WHAT A PAPER CLAIMS
Republicans Still Anxious for E. T. Franks to
Withdraw.
Judge James Breathithitt says it is a
mistake. He hiss never had any Con-
gressional aspirations and will not be
in the rare whether Frankm withdraws
or not. Thee Judge stated this in a very
positive manner. What called forth the
statement was the following item from
the Oweiaboru alevoienger :
"There are a number of Republieana
in the county amid eleewhere over the
district who art. anxious to hart. Mr. E.
T. Franks withdraw from the raise as
they say he cannot possibly poll the
vote of the party, and put up some good
man who ran to take his place. Mr.
George W. Jolly Seems to be the man
counted upon, or, if he will not consent,
then Judge James Breathitt, of Chris-
tian.
"Judge Breathitt has already express-
ed a willingness to make the race if Mr.
Franks curt be induced to withdraw, and
if he will not, then it is proposed to se-
cure petitions from over the district and
present them to the (Usenet committee
demanding Franks' withdrawal and the
substitution of another name for con-
gressiotuel honors.
"The matter may possibly be sprung
at the meeting of the Tribune stock-
holders to-day, as also will be consid-
ered another change in the management
of the parer. All is not lovely with
the Republicans of the Second district
and the goose hangs far from edtitudi-
nous."
-Please say," remarked Judge
Breathitt. "that I never have had even
the faintest desire to run for Congress,
and will eta under any circumstances
be a caneielate."
There are lots of Republientss in this
:aunty who are anxious for somebody
to take Frenks' place.
Tobacco Bales.
Nelsou & Dabney's tobacco sales June
al, 17 and 18th of 150 hhclif.
15 hhils. good tobacco, $12 25, 12 25,
1225: 1200, 1200, 11 25, 11 25, 11 25,
11 75, 1173, 11 00, 11 00, 10 00, 9 50,
9 90.
Sales t•y Abernathy & Co. of 1645
tobacco as follows:
102 Mids. leaf, $7 00 to 2 20.
esi libels. lugs, VI 90 to 85 eta.
Mr. Minims* Loss.
Mr. Sam Minims, of Trenton, whose
residence was destroyed by fire a few
nights ago, estimate* his loss at $3,0(Xe
The dwelling and contents were insured
0:41,56').
To Raise Money.
An ice cream supper will lx. given in
Pembroke Thursday night at the Bap-
tist parsonage. The proceeds will be
used to make much needed repairs in
the cemetery.
Notice ! !
My wife. Dora Cook, has left me, and
I will not be responsible for any indebt-
edness hicurred by her. June 17, 1896.
w2t M. C. Cook, Johnson, Ky;
eni
Made and Merit Maintains theconndence
of the people In Hood's Harsaparins. If •
medicine cures you when sick; if it makes
wonderful cures everye here, then beyond
alIquest.on that medicinepossesees merit.
ade
That is just the truth about Hood's Sar-
saparilla. We know it possesses merit
because It cures, not ono° or twice or a
hundred times, but in thousands and
thousands of cases. We know it cures,
absolutely, permanently, when all others




PI the beet -In fact the One True Blood Purifier.
eure wins's, indigestion,
11110041's Pits 1.11.4.1.....ss. 2.5 Cents.
Cushman's
MENTHOL INHALER
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and Healthful aid to
HM•DACR11 Suffer-
ers. Brings Sleep to the 3110erless Cure* Insomnia
0.1 Ners,to. l'oostrat,n 1`...t't foolel with wert1.1.50
iroltstn..4 'rake it oly CUE111111•N'El. 1'04 e, 60c
at 01 Druggist. or mailed free AGENTS WA
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM d'n".woner •
fol rur....,.f Salt Rh•um. Old Boras, Cuta,W °undo.
Burns, FroetSlts.... Excels all other remedies for
TIL/18. Price, 25t7 0 Druggles Rook on Menthol
free. AtitImss. Cu•hm n Drug Co., Vim-
isseringe. les.. 534 *sasses' IT,, Chicago. eft
Fo to Winfree Bros.&
threshers and engines.
Co. before you buyiE
They have just sold 416-
horse power rigs with
w-indstacker of the cel- 0.- --;
ebrated Sterens make. t'-a---
Buy your mosquito
bar3 at IS am Frank eiE.
 fifb•-•
Winfree, Bro. & Co.
have just received a car
load of buggies, Phae- am-
tornasr; Surreys and Traps
new and t
nicest lct ever brought
to town. Go to see
them before you buy.
134d3t 42w3t




The celebrated Si 25 Monach shirt
waist will be closed out at Si. The
Si waist at 75c, This is an oppor-
tunity to buy waists at your own
price.
Mammoth Cla & Shoe Co
4151.W' kW4f kr‘;11: °F40;tf'
's4
11111111111MINMINNIIIIIIRffila 
f r aUrnal3bIcli3.rilitgurnal c;qvuei
r_EEl 616. wit
/ 40





600 to select from
at 1., their value. All
kinds and sizes,
choice for 25c.
Solid Gold Rings &c
at your own price.
Watches and
Clocks
Less than 12 cost.
$1 to $2.50 spec-




I II 3: tt*i
site First National Bank
vela'otatmect,nyConfros
'Initial,' arising from Teeth-
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L. & N. Time Table.
we're.
The following time table tells when
all passenger trains arrive here:
No, 53, St. Louis expres ,6 :00 san
No. 66, aocommociation .7:05 am
No. lel, Chicago express 6:45 am
No, 51, St. Lanus mail 5 :L11 pm
NORTH.
No, 52, St. LOU!!! mail... ..... 10 :05 am
No. U. St. Louie' express  9:50 pm
No. 56. accommodation  § .40 pm
No 92, Chicago express  9:10 pa
No, 53 makes connections at Gutlule
for Louisville and points East. No. IS
makes cennection'at Guthrie for Clark'.








A BRIEF \deal OF TI-4E -,TAR C,ALLED
WORMYVOC:-
Is
stiller than you want it. Alas, that there
are AO many homes not known to the So-
nety For the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children. where children are put on the
limits and whacked and cuffed god ear
pulled and senselessly ealled to enter
sae. Dr. Talmage saw Itrillistat RItteirlstinn and enewered sharp and esuppreeiled un-
tied Its %omens - Scolding and Growling".til it DI a wonder that under such pree-
mie Swessiassias Power of Use Gensmil. esisee they do not all turn out 
Modocs
Illeilaty Is Sigh Looniness, 
and Nana Sahibs.
What is your influence upon the
WesensiceroN. June 14. was ap- neighborhood, the town or the city of
profligate that uns *omen en the des- your residence? I will suppose that you
tiny of national should be Preached in are a star of wit. What kind of rays do
what has lung been called the presidents you shoot teeth? Do you use that @pipe-
chunsh betunee Presidents Jackson and did faculty to irradiate the world or to
Pierce anti Polk and Cleveland have at- rankle it? I bless all the apostolic col-
tended it'. Dr. Talmage chose for his lege of hunenests. The man that makes
text Revelation viii, 10, 11, "There me laugh is my benefactor. I do not
fell a great star from heaven, burning thank anybody to make me cry? I can
asi it were a temp, and it fell upon the do that without any aestatanea We all
third part of the rivers, and upon the cry enough, and have enough to cry
fount:ten-sof waters and the name of the about. God bless all skillful punsters,
star is called Wormwood." all repartedsts, all propounders of in-
Many auumentators, like Patrick and genies= connindrurus, all those who
Lowth, Thomas Scott, Matthew Henry mirthfully surprise us with unusual
and Albert Barnes agree in saying that juxtaposition of words. Thomas Hood
the star Wormwood, mentioned in Rev- and Charles Lamb and Sidney Smith
elation, wee Attila king of the Hun& had a divine mission, and so have their
He was so celled because be was brit- suceeseoth in these times. They stir into
haat WA a stair, and, like wormwood, be the add beverage of life the saccharine.
embittered everything he touched. We They make the cup of earthly existence,
have studied the Star of Bethlehem. and which is sometimes stale, effervesce and
the Morning Star of the Revelatiesu, and bubble. They placate animosities. They
the Star of Peed, but my present sub- foster longevity. They slay follies and
ject calls us to gaze at the star Worm- absurdities which all the sermons of all
weed. and my theme might be called the pulpits cannot reach.
Brillient Biol./mese Need ad a Physician.
A more extraordinary character his- They have for examples Elijah, who
tory does not earumli than this man thus made fan of the Bealitee when they
referred to, Attila, the king of the Huns. called down tire, and it did not cone.,
(Me day it wounded heifer teune limping suggesitiag that their heathen god had
along through the fields, and a herds- guile hunting, or was off on a journey,
num followed its bloody track on the or was asleep, and twilling but vocifer-
frees to eee where the heifer was soon could wake him. saying, "Cry
-wounded. and went on back further and alotid for he is a god. Either he is talk-
further, lentil be COMP to a sword fast use ote pursuing or peradventure 123
in the earth, the point downward, as aleepeth and must be awaked." They
though it had dropped from the heaveus have an example in Christ, who with
and against the edges of this sword the lieelthful Barmen' showed up the lying,
heifer had been cut. The herdsman pull- hypocritisal Pheretese by suggesting
ed up that sword and presented it to that soon perfect people like themselves
Attila. Atilla said that !tweet must needed no Improvements, saying, "The
have dropped from the heavens hum the whole need not a physician but they
grasp of the god Mars and its being that are sick. "
given to him meant that Attila should But what use are you making of your
conquer and govern the whole earth. wit? Is it besmirched with profanity
Other mighty men have been delight- and ancleautwes? Do you employ it in
ed at being celled liberated, or the amusement at paysicat defects for which
merciful, or the good, but Attila called the victims are not responsible? Are
himself, and demanded that others oall your peelers of mimicry used to put re-
him. the Scourge of God. At the bead ligion in hontemptt Is it a bunch of
of 700,000 troops, mounted on Cappado- nettlesonie invective? Is it a bolt of un-
cian horses, he swept everything from eist morn? Is it fun at other's misfor-
the Adriatic to the Black sea He put )aner it glee at their disappointment
his iron heel on Macedonia and Greece and defeat1 hi it bitterness put drop by
and Thrace. He made Milan and Pavia drop into a cup? Is it like the squeezing
and Padua and Verona beg for mercy, of Artemide absintbium into a draft
-which ho bestowed not. The Byzantine already chateatefully pungent? Then you
castles, to meet his ruinous levy, put up are the. star Wormwood. Yours is the
• at section massive silver tables and tun at a rattlesnake trying how well it
ValiPli of solid golcL A city captured by canting. It la the fun of a hawk try-
him, the inhabitants were brought out lag bow quickly it can strike out the
and put into three cleasee-the first eye of a dove.
clam, those who could bear arms. who But I will change this and suppose
most immediately enhst under Attila you are a star of Worldly Prosperity.
or be butchered; the tiecond class. the Theo you have large opportunity. You
beautiful women, who were made cap- can encourage that artist by buying his
trves to the Hans; the third dame the picture. You can inaproye the fields, the
aged men and women, who were robbed stables, the highway, by introducing
of everything and let go back to the higher style of fowl and horse and OUW
Cary to pay heavy tan and sheep. You can bless the world
Rios of a Rear, with pottiologioal achievement in the
It was a eommen saying that the orchards. You can advance arboricul-
grnas never grew again where the hoof ture and arrest this desitlatal ices:atria-ma
of Atulas horse had trecL His armies of the American forests. You can put a
reddened the waters of the Seine, and piece of sculpture into the niche of that
the Moselle, and the Rhine with car-
nage and fought on the Catalonian plains
the fiercest battle since the world stood
'-$0'), 5)t) dead left 011 the add! On
and on until all those who could not
oppone huu with anus ley prostrate on
their faces in prayer, and, a deed of
dust seen in the distances, a bishop
died, "It is the aid of God!" and all
the people took up the cry, "It is the
aid of God!" As the cloud of dust was
blown aside the banners of re-enforcing
armies marched in to help against At-
tila, the Scourge of God. The most un-
importent orourrences he used as a su-
pernatural resource, and after three
roonths of failure to capture the city of
Aeuileia, and his army had given up
the siege the flight of a stork and her
young from the tower of the city was
taken by him as a sign that be was to
caoture the city, and his army, inspired
by the same occurrence, resumed the
siege and took the walls at a point
from which the stork had emerged. So
brilliant warn the conqueror in attire
that hes enemies mold not book at him,
but shaded their eyes or turned their
beside
idain on the evening of his marriage
by his bride, Iloilo°, who was hired for
the eamesinstion, his followers bewailed
him, not with tears, but with bleed
cutting themselves with knives and
lances. He was put ince three coffins,
the first of iron, the secood of silver
and the third of gold. He was buried
by night, and into his grave were peered
the mein valuable coin and precious
seee.a, amounting to the wealth of a
kingeora. The gravediggers and all
those who saneted at the burial were
mateacred. 60 that it would never be
known where so much wealth was en-
tombed. The Roman empire conquered
the world, but Attila conquered the Re
man empire. He was right in calling
himself a scourge, but instead af being
the Seourge of God he was the scourge
of hell. Because of his brilliance and
) eternese the oommentstors were right
La believing him to be the star Worm-
wood. As the regions be devastated
were parts most opulent with founteine
and steams and rivers, you see bow
grapilic is this reference in Revelation:
"There' fell a great star from heaven,
burning as it were a lamp, and it fell
upon the third part of the rivers and
upon the fountains of waters, and the
tame of the star is called Wormwood."
Have you ever thought how many
Unlettered lives these are all about tut
musanthrepic, morbid, acrid, saturnine?
The European plant from which worm-
wood is extracted, Artemisia abeinthium.
is a perennial plant, and all the year
round it is ready to exude its oil. And
in many human lives there is a peren-
nial distillation of acrid experiences.
'Yea, there are some whose whole work
is to abed a baleful influence on others.
There are Attilarn of the home, or At-
tiles of the social circle, or Attila' of
the church, or Attila a of the state, and
one-third of the waters of all the world,
if not two-thirds the waters, are poi-
- mooed by the falling of the ear Worm-
wood. It is not complimentary to hu-
man nature that most men, as soon as
they get great power, become overbear-
ing. The urn, power men have the bet-
ter if their power be used for good. The
less power men have the better if they
use it for evil
Birds circle round and round mad
round before they 'weep upon that
which they we aiming for. And if my
diecourse go far had been swinging round
and round this moment it drops straight
on your heart and asks the question. Is
your life a benediction to others or an
imbittennent, a blessing or a curse, •
balsam or wormwood?
Some of you I know are morning dare
and you are making the dawning life of
your children bright with gracious in-
flaences, and you are beaming upon all
the opening enterprises of philanthropic
and Christian endeavor, and you are
be raids of that day of goomelization
which will yet flood all the mountains
and valleys+ of our sin cursed earth.
Hail, niorning star! Keep on shining
with enaouragement and Christian hope!
Growlers sad beside.
Some of you are evening stare and
you are cheering the last days of old peo-
ple, and though a cloud sometimes comes
over you through the querulousness
or unreationableuess of your old father
and mother it is only for a moment,
sod the rear nom ecernea oat clear again
and 111 men frau all the balconies' of the
neighborhood The old people will foe-
give' your occasional shortcomings. for
they themselves several times Iota their
patience when you were young and
slapped you when you did not dosed*
it. Hail, evening star! Hang on the
darkening sky your diamond coronet!
But are any of you the star Worm-
wood? Do you scold and growl from the
throne's paternal or maternal? Are your
children everlastingly pecked at? Are
yeas always crying " Hush!" to the merry
voices and swift feet, and their laugh-
ter, which occasionally trickles through
at wrong times and is suppressed by
them until they can hold it no longer,
and all the barriers burst into unlimited
guffaw and eachinnatien, all in high
weather the water has trickled through
a slight opening in the milldam, but
afterward makes wider and wider
breach nntil it carries all before it with
irreeistible freshet Do not be too much
offended at the noise your children now
make. It will be dill enough when (me
of them Is dead. Then you would give
your right hand to bear one shout from Thrown to Wormwood.
their silent voices or one creep frcim the }treaded gated Thebee, for all time
Alljlinc, wijkagaqy af you have
public academy. Iseu can endow a col-
lege. You can stocking a thousand bare
feet from the winter frost You can
build a church. You can put a mission-
ary of Christ on that foreign shore. You
gen help ransom aworld. A rich man
wain hi, heart right-can you tell me
how meek geed a James Lenox or a
George Thillbody or a -Pe-ter New or a
William R. Dodge did while lirj-ng. or
Is doing sow that he is dead? There is
not a city, town or neighborhood that
has not glorious specimens of consecrated
wealth.
But suppose you grind the face of the
poor. Suppose when a man's wages are
due you make him wait for them be-
cause be cannot help himself. Suppose
that. beesuse his family is sick and he
has had eatra expenses, he should po-
litely mit you to raise his wages for this
year and you roughly tell him if be
wants a better place to go and get it.
Suppose by your manner you act as
though be were nothing and you were
everything. Suppose you are selfish and
overbearing and arrogant Your first
name ought to be Attila and your last
name Attila, because you are the star
Wormwood, and you have imbittered
one-third if not three-thirds of the
waters that roll peat your employees and
operative* and dependents and associ-
ates. and the long line of oarrisgee
which the undertaker orders for your
tnneral. In order to make the occasion
rummest:de, will be filled with twice se
wine dry, tearless ere as there are per-
occupying them.
There is an erroneous idea shined'
that them are only a few genies'''.
There are millions of them-that is, men
and women who have especial adapta-
tion and quickness for some one thing.
It may be gnat; it may be smalL The
circle may be like the circumference of
the faith or no larger than a thimble_
There are thousands of geniuses, and in
some one thing you are a star. What
kind of a star are you? You will be in
this world but a few minutes. As corn-
pared with eternity the stay of the
longest life on earth is not more than a
minute. Whet are we doing with that
minute? Are we imbittering the domes-
tic cc social or political fountains, or ase
we like Moo* who when the laraelites
In the wilderness complained that the
watery of Lake Marsh were bitter and
they could not drink them, cut off the
branch of a certain tree and threw that
branch into the water, and it became
sweet and slaked the thirst of the suffer-
ing host? Are we with a branch of the
Tree of Life sweetening all the brackish
fountains that we cid touch?
Three WIshois.
Dear Lord, send us all out on that
Daimon. All around us imbittesed lives
-imbittered by persecution, imbittered
by hypercriticism, imbittered by pov-
erty, imbettered by pain, imbittered by
injustice, imbittered by sin. Why not
go forth and sweeten them by smile, by
inspiring words, by benefaction, by
hearty counsel, by prayer, by gospel-
lane behavior? Let us remember that if
we are wormwood to others we are
wormwood to ourselves, and our life
will be bitter and our eternity bitterer.
The admel of Jesus Christ is the only
sweetening power that is !sufficient. It
sweetens the disposition. It sweetens
the manners. It sweetens life. It sweet-
ens mysterious providence& It sweetens
afflictions. It tweeter's death. It sweet-
me everything I have heard people
asked in social company, "If ha could
have throe wishes gratified, what would
your three wishes; be?" If I could have
three wishes met this morning, I tell
you what they would be: I. More of
the gram of God. 2. More of the grace
of God. 31. More of the grace of God.
In the dooryard of my brother John,
missionary- in Amoy, China, there was
a tree called the emperor tree, the two
characteristics of which are that it al-
ways grows higher than its surround-
ings, and its leaves take the form of a
crown. If this emperor tree be planted
by a rosebush, it grows a little higher
than the bash and spreads out abate it
a crown. f/ ft be planted by the side of
another tree, it grows a little higher
than that tree and spreads above it a
crown. Would God that this religion
of Christ, a more wonderful emperor
tree, might overshadow all your lives!
Are you lowly in ambition or circcun-
Mance, putting over you its crown? Are
you high in talent and position, putting
Qv er you its mows? Oh, for more of the
ssoohartrie in our lives and less of the
wormwood!
Whet is true of individuals is tree of
macaw (Iod sets them up to revolve
ea dare but they may fall wormwood.
Trr,,,, the atmosphere of the desert,
fragrant with spices, coming in cara-
vans to bee Nine all seas cleft into
foam by the keels of her laden mer-
chantmen, her markets rich with horses
and camels from Togarmah, her bazaars
Ailed with upholstery from Dedsua, with
emerald and coral and agate from Syria,
with wine-s§ from Helbon, with embroid-
ered work from Aetna and Chilmad
Where now the gleam of her towers,
where the roar of her chariots,' where
the masts of her fillips? Let the fisher-
men who dry their nets where mice she
stoo)d, let the sea that rushes upon the
barrenness where once she challenged
the admiration of all nations, let the
barbarians who set their rude tents
there once her palaces glittered, answer
abe rinestiOn. She was a star, but by her
own sin turned to wormwood and has
falleiL
10.10 ibe eigbd7 t .the
hleilottly-Phiste leer- --ittii-Peaeins -rubs
spread over 27 miles, her sculptures
presenting in figure* of warrior and
chariot the victories with which the now
forgotten kings of Egypt sleek thee na-
tions, her obelutke and Munn" Carnet.
and Luxor, the stupendous temples of
her pride! Who can imagine the great-
neas of Thebes in Orate days when the
hippodrome rang with her sports and
foreign royalty bowed at her shrine and
her avenues roared with the wheels of
erooeurions in thee wake of returning
souquerors? What dashed down the vi-
sion of chariots and temples and thrones?
What hands pulled upon the columns
of her glory? What ruthleeeness defaced
her sculptured wall and broke obelisks
and left her indescribable temples great
skeletons of granite? What spirit of de-
struction /Tread the lair of wild beasts
in her royal sepulchers, and taught the
' miserable cottagers of today to build
huts in the courts of her temples, and
sent desolatiou and ruin skulking be-
hind the obelieke and dodging among
the sarcophagi, and leaning against the
columns, and stooping wider the arches,
and weeping in the waters which go
mournfully by as though they were car-
rying the tears of all ages? Let the
mummies break their long silence and
come up to shiver in the desolation and
point to fallen gates and shattered statues
and defaced sculpture,. responding:
"Thebes built not one temple to God.
Thebes hated righteousness and loved
sin. Thebee was a star, but she tented
to wormwood and has fallen."
4Babylon, with her 250 towers and her
brazen gates and her embattled walls,
the splendor of the earth gathered with-
in her palaces, her haulehig gardens
beet by elebuceadnezzar to please his
bride, Aenytbe who bad beep brought
up in a inountainotut country and could
DOI endure the flat country round Baby.
lon--these banging gardens built, ter-
race above terrace, till at the height of
400 feet there were woods waviug and
fountains playing, the verdure, the foli-
age, the glory looking as if a mountain
were on the wing. On the tiptop a king
walking with his queen, among datum
+snowy white, looking up at birds
brought from distant lands, and drink-
ing out of tankards of solid gold or
looking off over rivers and lakes upon
nations subdued and tributary, crying.
"Is not this great Babylon which I have
built?"
What battering ram emote the walls?
What plowshare upturned the gardens?
What army shattered the brazen gates?
What long, tierce bleat of storm put out
this light which illumined the world?
What crash of discord drove down the
music that poured from palace window
and garden grove and called the ban-
queter» to their revel and the dancers to
their feet? I walk upon the scene of des-
olation to find an answer and pick up
pieces of bitumen and brick and broken
pottery, the remains of Babylon, nd as
in the silence of the night I hear the
'urging of that billow of desolation
which rolls over the scene, I hear the
wild waves say i ug "Babylon was
proud. Babylon was impure. Babylon
was a star, but by sin she turned to
wormwood and has fallen."
Possibilities.
'ruin the persecutions of the pilgrim
fathers and the Huguenots in other
lands God set upon these shores a na-
tion. The council fires of the aborigines
went out in the greater light of a free
govertuuent The sound of the warwhoop
was exchanged for the thousand whcele
of enterprise and programs. The mild
winters, the fruitful summers, the
healthful skies charmed from other
lands a race of hardy men who loved
God and wanted to be free. Before the
woodman's ax forests fell and rose again
into ships' masts and churches' pillars.
Cities on the banks of lakes begin to
rival cities by the sea. The land quakes
with the rush of the rail car and the
waters are churned white with the
steauner's wheel. Fabulous bushels of
western wheat meet on the way fabu-
lous tone of eastern coaL Furs from the
north mote on the rivers fruits from the
south. And trading in the same market
is Maine lumberman and South Caro-
lina rice merchant and Ohio farmer and
Alaska fur dealer. And churches and
wheels and asylums scatter light and
love and mercy and salvation upon 60,-
000,000 of people.
I pray that our nation may not copy
the crimes of the nations that have per-
ished and our cup of bleesing turn to
wormwood, and like them we go down.
I am by nature and by grace an optimist,
and I expect that this oountry will con-
tinue to advance until Christ shall come
again. But be not deceived. Our only
safety is in righteonsuese toward God
and justice toward man. If we forget
the goodness of the Lord to this land.
and break his Sabbaths, and improve
not by the dire disasters that have again
anti again come to us as a nation, and
we learn saving lemon neither from civil
war nor raging epidemic nor drought
nor mildew nor scourge of locust and
grit/whopper nor cyclone nor earthquake;
if the political corruption which has
poisoned the fountains of public virtue
and bealimed the high placee of author-
ity, making free goeeriament at times a
hissing and a byword in all the earth;
if the drunkenness and licentiousness
that stagger and blaspheme in the streets
of our great cities WI though they were
reaching after the fame of a Corinth
and a Sodom are not repented of, we
will yet see the smoke of our nation's
ruin; the pillars of our national and
state capitols will fall more disastrously
than when Samson pulled down Dagou,
and felfrire historians will record upon
the page bedewed with generous tears
the story that the free nation of the
west arose in splendor whiter made the
world stare. It had magnificent possi-
bilities. It forgot God. It hated justice.
It hugged its crime. It halted on its
high march. It reeled under the blow of
calamity. It felL And as it was going
down all the despotisms of earth from
the top of bloody thrones began Mahout
"Aha, so would we have it!" while
struggling and oppressed people looked
out from dungeon bars with tears and
groans and cries of untold agony, the
scorn of those and the woe of those unit-
ing in the exclamation: "Look yonder!
'Mere fell a great star from heaven, burn-
ing as it were a Ireelp, and it fell upon
the third part of the. livers and upon the
fountains of waters, end the name of
the star is called Wormwoodl"
That Altered tbe Came.
"Have you heard about young Mo-
lard? He has just walked off with 30,000
francs of hi a employer's money."
"Hat ha! The lucky rascal!"
"Besides, be has bolted with your
umbrella."
"Oh, the Infernal scamp!"-Le Pa-
pillou.
Thanks.
Mr. Harry Hopper has the thanks of
the New Era for a eonple of large, ripe
tomatoes. He has had ripe tomatoes in




the world. Ile de-
pends on it for en-
joyment, for happi-
ness, for success, ke
the achievement of









man is active, flexi-
ble, elastic. Knock
him down with fail-
ure and he is up
again in a minute.
As long as be keeps
h I. health, failure
doesn't mean any-
thing to him. He
has lost a little time,
but that is all. If he
man keep his health,
be will if0 OS LO suc-
cess. He feels sure
of that, and yet his
health is the very thing be neglects n. ,re
than anything else. His health is the rope
by which he climbs to success. It be.
hooves him to keep the rope in good con-
dition, and not o neglect broken strands.
When the rope of health breaks even •
little bit, it should be mended at once. It
Is easier to keep health than it is to regain
It. When a man feels himself running
down, when he realises a loss of vitality
and energy, he must call a halt. He is on
a down grade. The strands of his rope
are parting rapidly.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discover,
has helped thousands of men in just this
condition. It makes health, it makes pure,
rich blood, it forces out impurities and
kills germs. It doesn't make any differ-
ence what name you call your trouble by-
dyspepsia-kidney disease-rheumatism-
consumption-skin disease, the "Golden
Medical Discovery "will cure it absolutely.
None of these diseases can retain hold on
the body when it is full of rich, pure blood.
Every man who cam to keep Ids health should
have Dr Pierce's "Common Sense Medical Ad-
viser --a finely illustrated book of too8 pages.
Sant to any address on receipt of ai one-teat
Illazgetoo.omer coot airmailing only.
WORLD'S OISPINSART usormo





and everyone needs It at ill times of the
year. Malaria is always about, and the
only preventive and relief is to keep the
Liver active. You must help the Liver a bit,
and the best helper is the Old Friend, SIM-
MONS LIVER REGULATOR, the RED Z.
Mr. C. Himrod, of Lancaster, Ohio,
says: "SIMMONS LIVER REGULATOR
broke a case of Malarial Fever of three
years' standing for me, and less than
one bottle did the business. I shall use
It when in need, and recommend It."
Be sure that you get it. Always look for
the RED Z on the package. And don't
forget the word REGULATOR. It Is SIM-
MONS LIVER REGULATOR, and there Is
only one, and every one who takes it Is
sure to be benefited. THE BENEFIT IS
ALL IN THE REMEDY. Take it also for
Biliousness and Sick Headache; both art
caused by a sluggish Liver.





(Formerly with Forhe. 4 Bro.)
Will make estimates on all kinds of
plastering and cement work.
All work guaranteed,
and prices reasonable. Repair work
a specialty and will receive prompt
attention.




A.t.tCa-nv- .A.t I --
Special attention given to the collection
of claims. Office over Planters Bank.
HUNTER WOOD,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Office in Hopper Block, up stairs, over
Planters Bank.
HOPK INSVILLE, - - KENTUCKY
JOHA FEL AND
.4ttorneu - at -
Office Hopper Block, over Plant, - Bane
L. C.ANDERSON
Physician & Surat
OffiVe over l'huiten; Bank. Office-
hours from 9 to 11 a. m.,2 to 4 p. m.
M. S. Meriweat her,
1313101V yr' I
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FROM ALL THE SECTIONS
The Condition GI Vilkal, Corn,
Tobacco Et Were.
The Following report has been sent
eat by the Bureau of Agrenituie :
weelt•T.
In many counties the crop is re orted
a failure. The general cemplient is
that the crop is heading so low and FO
thin on the ground that great difficulty
will be experienced in harvesting it.
rho late excessive rain is causing sonic
apprehension of damage from rust.
CQRN.
The. corn creep is the only exception to
the general complaint of dope damaged
by drouth. An excellent stand was ob-
tained and the crop, generally speaking,
in in a very advanced stage for this sea-
son.
TOBAOCO.
The last ten days of May might be
?ernied a continuous tobaeco Beeson,
with the result that a larger percentage
If the crop was set prior to Juliet, than
.ver before in the history of the tobacco
rrowing industry of the State. The re-
ports show that on average over the.
itate 88 per cent. of the crop has been
eel. The, stand is excellent, except in
the low lands where the plants are re-
ported as drowned from oveetlow. The
tobacco fields are in common with the
-orn fields suffering from want of culti-
vation. The acreage as compared with
.in average year is 82. As tempered
with 18.95 the acreage is tee
SHIM? AND WOOL.
Correspondents, very generally, re-
port a reduction in the number of sheep.
rho wool clip, as compared with an
tverage year is 68, as compared with
1895 the per cent. is N. The price of
eool over the State averages 12 1-4
..euts per pound.
noes.
The percentage of hogs being fattened
for market, as compared with an aver-
Age year, is 90. Number of correspon-
lents reporting the presence of hog
luelera is larger than usual. 114 corre-
tpondeuts, representing 74 counties, re-
port cholera, while 69, representing 61
-ouuties, answer the question nega-
tively.
FRUIT.
Fruit has not escaped the effects of
the drouth. While the condition of
peaches and grapes still remains excel-
lent, apples are reported as dropping,
presumably the effects of the dry
weather, until from many sections the
apple crop is reported a failure. The
quiet sanguine correspondent does not
estimate the apple crop at over 50 per
cent. The blackberry crop is generally
reported the timid in years.
Luc es Moolte,
Commiesiouer of Agriculture.
E. W. Bagby, a promineet lawyer of
Paducah, Ky., says that Dr. Bell's Pine
Tar Honey cured his children of whoop-
ua cough when all things else failed.
It's a new remedy for all eotghs. Guar-





amen -iinf a11. .o,
lo•parra
Str-C•StroWIII 111Cdt t." Ct., Pl. • s.
VIIIIMPNEPAir".4 •••••
SYPH1LYS
jivE yin non, Taruat, ?im la paUV ou•red Spots. Itches, Old So
leers In South, Hair rt.ilnigt iv-lee COO
ZWEDI sin aleassle Testate
lent., III., tot pivots of cures Cep
111.600000. Wow* asses eared In 1
'SS days. leMenege boat free. .
Caveats, and Trade-Mar.-1 obtained and all Pat-
ent b-siness conducted f 941 00CRATE FEES.
Ova °Print IS OPPOSITE Li, 8. platerr 0 met
and we can severe patent In ICY Lima
fern,"-te from Waslangtoa.
Send model, drawing or photo., with descrip-
tion. We advise, if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee net due t.:1 patent is secured.
A PA/IPPItgr. "flow to Obtain Patents," with
cost of setae in the U. S. and foragn countries
sent free. Ad !,•.a,
C.A.SNOW&CO.











7 nits*, 8N•tt P nuns.
Gears Innis, Ruin*
etc., will be mailed
FittEtoallapplicants.
• 100 p 55u, Host com-
plete Plant catalogue
ewe,- et Satisfaction tinsranceed. 20 Rosa
1101...so. 43 (lam-vim, au, lft/ scree Sugagazza.
Address







For Your F. -el
It twohisoly new& renewing, OR II
trickled, blotahod er plmple4, Lai? .1
repuisive Inroad of attractive
alsr•ys beautiful.. Ti.' sun and
avapa and outlitnetkil Whir° We Wt.
Viola Cre
eleanses, nourishes and restores the 'sing
It p ift, white and beautiful It is
-dome Dot ei,ver up, but retnnvelif• 
'
• It
I. harmleas and always (4 re's Jura WI • claim
for it. The only preparation that •iiirili
remove Freckles, Blackhead., Tan
Pimples. Hundreds tem intonie I ,roTni
went ladies. Price go cents &Mr at • .I‘gletit


















tWris that d mut fu I fool s 1 ,g at !lead
and .itionach with on,. re-
fresl,iug d relight.
EFFERVESCES LIKE SODA WATER.
If yoLl are Weak and Nervous It
aill rim. you. If you hare been
IT.T A 1,1. NICItIT It well straight-





Information Concerning the Sixth Re-
union at Richmond June 30.
The sixth annual reunion of the sur-
vivors of the Confederate army will be
held ut Richmond on Tuesday. Wednes-
day and 1 hursday, June 20th and July
1st and 2114. It is urged upon the stir-
vivers, wherever located, to form them-
wives into local associations and then
make application to headquarters at
New Orleans for the necessary papers to
organize in time to participate in this
great reunion and thus unite with their
comrades in carrying out the laudable
and philanthropic objects of the organ-
ization. Business of the greatest inn
portance will demand careful considere-
non during the rennion. Such as the
best methods for securing impartial his-
tory and to enlist each state in the e•oni-
pilation and preservation of the. history
of her citizen soldiery and many other
matters ef evual if not greater impor-
tance affecting the interest of those who
took part in that sanguinary conflict.
Further information can be had by eor-
responding with General John B. Gor-
don, General Commanding, or George
Moorman, Adjutant General and chief
of staff.
lwi) 1.6.0 ea red.
Mre. Phoebe Thomas, of Junction
City. Ill., was told by her doctors she
ead Coneunatiou and that there was no
is pc for her. but two teethe of Dr.
.einge New Die every comeletely cured
ienend she sere it saved her life. Dir.
Thos. Eggers. 1811 Florida St., San Fran-
teuffered from a dreauful cold, zip-
mooching eonsumetion, tried eithout
result everything eiee, then Lought out.
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery and
in two e Oktiti cured.
thankful. ltete such resedteof which
these are samples, that prove the won-
derful efficacy of this meeicine in
Gs' nailis and CoeLe. Free trial bottles at
R. C. Hanle ick's drug store. Regular
Faze rex and $1.
Are Still At Work.
Manager James R. Wiles is pnshieg
the work of sinking the shaft on the,
lands of Dr. Armstrong, where the as-
phalt bed has been discovered, as speed-
ily as possible. He has gone about 12
feet into the ground and has struck rock.
While breaking re rtck last Wednesday
he struck a pocket of coal oil. He hopes
to get to the depth of the bed, which ie
36 feet, inside of the next month.-Fair-
view Review.
Paducah may well feel proud of some
of her enterprises. Messrs D. Wilson &
Son, of Kimble, Ky., write to the E. E.
Sutherland Medicine Company as fol-
lows: We write this to certify the
wonderful and grand good results from
your Dr. Boll's Pine Tar Honey, which
is selling faster than any medicine we
over sold. People who never toted at
our store have heard ofit and comes
from adjoining counties for it. One
case in particular is that of Mrs. Smith
Wooldridge, of this place, who was se
afflicted with her throat for over twee
years that the could not speak above a
whisper. After she. used the feet bot
the of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey she-
could talk as well as ever and the case,
is such a wonderful cure that her
neighbors come to Nee for themselves
and are astonished to hear her talk.
Mr. A. R. Humble, also of this place,
says your Dr. Bella Tiny Tonic Tablets
are doing him more good for dyspepsia
than any medicine he ever used. Theee
are only a few Cant* and we know that
there cannot be too much said in praise
of your celebrated medicines. We are
thankful that we had an opportunity to
by such valuable goods. They are pore
lug a blessing to our community.
e Stith Estate.
Mr. W. A. Poole, of this cityeute been
granted letters of administration on the
estate of the late John W. Stith, of Ce-
rulean Springs. The appraisers of the
estate, which is large and includes the
entire Cerulean Springs property, are
Abethel Wallace, .J. S. White and D. H.
Armstrong, of Trigg county.
A new theory in the treatment of
coughs, lung and bronchial affections
has been advanced Ly the manufactur-
ers of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Molly. It is
truly a wonderful remedy. All dealers
sell it on a positivegnarantee. For sale







for InfantG and Children.
•
THIRTY years'  observation of fastest& with the 'egresses amaintomo psirsees, permit os to aria& of it wittiest gesooshsg.
It is an_sesatiesiably the least reosedy_fer Infants and Children
the world has ever it:teem. It'. harailses. Children like it It
gives Osseo health. It will save their lives. it Iliethere have




Caster's' pi-urinate venlig:hog Soar Card.
easterie cures Itiarrbsoa and Wind Cells
Caster,. tome* Teething Troubles,
Cs Aerie ewes Ceastipation and Flatslemoy.
eaetorin neutralises the effects of eaeltnnie acid gas or poisonings sir,
Castor's' does not contain ether 
Gaston., assimilates the food, peculates the stomach and bow.!.,
tidying health_y_sad natural sleep,
esoteria is pet vizi* ene-siasrlottles only. It is not said in VOX
Don't allow any one to sally_ett anything  sloe on the plea or promise
that it is "just as geed" and will ensures every purpose."









and must please the Housewife A Written Guaranteebecause' they are perfect












Used bz Thousands. Should be by You.





▪ Bulk sod.. is Inferior to package soda. ,,$D HAef st
•
fell1/4










BEWARE is the whole story n•
•of lanilation trade •
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marks and labels. about
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Casts no more than ether package soda-never spoils it
flour-universally acknowledged purest in the world.
& CO., New York. Sold by grocers everywhere.
0
Hammer Book of valuable Reelpea- FREE. •
•
••••2•11••11•111111"1•111•••11•1111111•114111•11•Maite
I presume we have used over
one hundred bottles of Piso's
Cure for Consumption in my
family, and I am continually advising others
to get it. Undoubtedly it is the
0 NSUM ist Ti 0 el
Best Cough Medicine
ever used.-W. C. MILTENBERGER, Clarion, Pa.,
Dec. 29, 1894.-1 sell Piso's Cure for Consump-
tion, and never have any corn-
plaints.-E. SHoREY, Postmaster,
Bhorey, Kansas, Dec. List, 1894.
RISC'S CURE COW
Tlas Anit 4...ugh Syn.;
TUNS. tem& rosin inn.
by Droggissa.
W G Wheeler





Fire-Proof Warehouse, Cor. 7th and R. R. Sts.,
HOPKINSVILLE, - KY.
SirLiberal Advance on Consignments. Ill Tobacco Sen Us Covered
by Insurance.




COR. 1.1.8ILROAD :-: AND -:- STREETS
Come • .To '.Us
-FOR YOUL-
Gent's shoes, ladies'
shoes, misses' and chil•
dren's shoes andOxfords.
All widths, lasts and prices. Red Tans,
Chocolates, Patent Leathers, etc.




to be found in the city. We want your
trade. Have selected a stock and marked it
at pricei to win it.
Call to see us; it will cost you nothing









Every article that's washed with
Clairette Soap comes through
the wringer as clean as a baby's
skin after a bath-and as white.
If you want a pure soap that will
take all the dirt and the dingy yel-
low look out of the clothes, ask for
CLAIRETTE
Soap
5 cents • cake. Sold everywhere.
Made only be









CINCINNATI AND THE EAST.
Direct Coebecteseis ter
all Paints is








Write for information to 0 e nearest agent of
the cassessaas. Otte IS faeutiosstorn It R.
JOHN ECHOLS, SG HATCH,
Ges'l Mange. C,en : Pars. AeL
LOUISVILLE. KY•
•••••••••••••••1•••••••
Ship your tobacco to
Ragsdale,
Cooper ik Co.
MAIN STREET, HOPKINSVILE KY.
F. GILL. - : - E. P. TURNLEY
CILL & TURNLEY,
Tobacco Warehousemen,
-:And General Commission Merchantt:-
GRANGE WAREHOUSE,
Clarksville, - _ Tennessee.
The estsoreage Solicited on all who have tobacco to sell. Mark your hogsheads 1 LI
TIIIIIMLIT, or (irate house. Cash &dram a made on cossigamments.
row P. MAJOR,
Late of Clarksville. Team. Lena of Givens. Bradley A V
JAM. D. H EA DLEY. JD
MAJOR
Tobacco Warehouse,
TOM P. MAJOR & CO., Prom
NoiCSD6-40746:0314
West Maio Street I 'LOUISVILLE, X 1- NTUCKT
Liberal advanoes. Four months free storage. D.J, meths






C LARKSVILLE - - TENNESSEE







Nark Your Hogsheads "Central House."
Auction Dales dilly. Prompt Returns made. Four mnniber.storage
Sp cial attention given lie Pals ktobac .o
T C Ranbery. .11 I-
PRPLES MENU
1
HANBERY & HRYER. Proprietors.
Railroad Street, Bet. 10th (i% 11th.
13cricin_wzriLle - =on.t-u.c3rzr.
T. C. HANBERY, Salesman.






Importer and Manufacturer of
Mar ble-Melonuments
TABLETS, ETC., ETC,
CLARIEVILLE: : TEN NE E SEE.
Mr. Frank M. Whitlow is our Solicitor.
JOHN B. CASTLEMAN. A. G. LA NOB A
ROYAL
Insurance Company of Liverpool.
alsoogpoRATH,
BAkBEE AND CASTLEMAN,
MAN /U 1-ZSOUTHERN DEPARTMLN7
COLUMBI.4 BUILDIFG, LOUISVILLE, R Y
GARNETT & M CORE, "AGENTS.
• -•-•••••,•-
a FASCINATED
ley one of the exquisitely-fltting nits
made by
c L A ft
and Reeking them to order one just like
it,, is the experience of many a man in
Hopkineville. They are so well made,
so beautifully finished and bear such an
undefined stamp of style that the well-
bred gentleman turns to them in secur-
ity to fit them out in a becoming man-
ner.
11" J.M.RenshawASon






A uice line of pretty turnouts always on hand. Call o
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